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Four Rear Coaches Plunge to Bed of Stream
Injured,
Fifty Feet
Below-Thirty-F- ive

Some Seriously.
teen
people were killed and thirty-liv- e
Reidsville, N. C, Dec
when passenger train
Injured, some seriously, near here early today
No. 11, on the Southern Railway, was derailed on a trestle spanning a creek.
At the time of the accident the train was running at a high rate of speed.
The engine, mail and three baggage cars crossed the trestle, safely,
when the two coaches and two Pullmans following left the rails and
a distance of fifty feet beplunged off the trestle to the bed of the creek,
15i-Six-

The dead Include:
EDWARD SEXTON, Denton, N.C.
FRANK KILBY, Portsmouth, Va.
A P. CONE, superintendent of the Richmond division of the Southern

Washington, Dec. 15. Because of
press of business, the senate will not
reach the appointment of Chief Justice
Mills to be governor of New Mex
ico, and Asaociat Justice W. H. Pope
to be chief Justice, until after the ho
liday. However, both appointments
will be confirmed' there being no op
position to either.
Tha appointment of S B. Grimshaw
to be postmaster at Santa Fe, N. SI. has
been held up and Hhere is danger of
the senate refusing to ratify the president's selection, in which event another man will have to be named.
There Is considerable opposition to
Grimshaw, which emanates from San'
ta Fe.
Among the New Mexico visitors now
in Washington are Judge W. J. Mills,
National Committeeman Solomon Luna, Jerry Leahy, of Raton, and L. C.
Ilfeld, of Lag Vegas.
.,

Railway.

JOHN A. BROADNAX, Greensboro, N. C.
V. E. HOLCOMB, Mount Airy, N.C.
D. C. LOLAN, a Pullman conductor.
C. H, WHITE, traveling auditor for the Southern Railway.
FLAGMAN, name unknown.

,

Eight other pasaengera as yet unidentified.
Ten bodies had bean removed from the wreckage up to noon, but the
la demolishother rght are supposed to be fn the Richmond sleeper, which,
'
'
"S:
ed and under water.
"'!'"""'''
escaped injury, were George
Among those on the train, but who
Gould, the New York millionaire and his son. They occupied one of the
wrecked sleeping car And were enroute to Thomasville, N. C...J. R. Rus-e- l,
a prominent New York Journalist, who was with Mr. Gould, was badly
Injured, suffering m dislocated shoulder and a sprained back.
8peclal trains from Greensboro, N. C, reached the scene a short time
after thtt accident and the dead and Injured were placed aboard and taken
to Greensboro, the Injured being taken to St. Luke's hospital and the dead
to the morgue.
The wrecked train operated between Atlanta and Richmond, and was
known aa the Richmond limited.

'"

,
WRECK IN IOWA
Omaha, Dec 15 A dozen passengers were injured, none seriously,
when a Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul westbound passenger train was derailed two grilles east of Bayard, Iowa, early this morning. The accident Is
supposed to have been caused by a broken wheel on the engine tender.

KING LEOPOLD SUFFERS
A RELAPSE; NEAR DEATH

TWO KILLED IN MINE
EXPLOSION NEAR TRINIDAD

Brussels, Dec. 15. The condition, of
King Leopold II, who was operated
npon yesterday for the removal of an
obstruction in his Intestines, took a
turn for the worse this afternoon. This
evening there appeared to be no immediate danger of death, but the king
fcas lexperienced a return of the old
Intestinal complication and it is feared
this will militate against the success
of the operation. The king has declined to see his daughter, Princess
Stephanie.

Trinidad, Colo., Dec. 15. An explosion today in mine No. 25 of the Cedar
Hill Coal & Coke company, twenty-fiv- e
miles northeast of here instantly
killed Robert Ramry, an American and
James Pedesco, an Italian. Both victims left families. The explosion was
the result of a "windy" shot The
mine was not seriously damaged.

PUBLICITY
BILL PASSES HOUSE

COMPULSORY

Washington, Dec. 15. The Esch
bill, requiring railroad companies to
report all accidents to the Interstate
Commerce commission, passed the
house today.
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EVIL

WORKER4 TALKS BAN

VISIT
PRESIDENT'S
SAYS
BOUND TO HAVE GOOD

BILL TDIS IS

PREPARING

NOW

8AY8 HE WILL QUIT IF HE CAM
NAME HIS SUCCESSOR
AS PRESIDENT. '

MANA- -

Washnigton, Dec. 15. Yesterday
Washington, Dec. 15. Comprehens
New York, Dec. 15. It was a great
n
out
to
President
wipe
ive legislation designed
dispatches describing the
day for the Bowery when
contemdemonstration in Managua,
Taft visited, that famous thorough the "White Slave" traffic, Is
fare..
"The president's visit did more real
tood than a year's work by the mis
slon people," said one of the officers
of the Bowery mission today. "His
smile was an uplift and his worda a
torch of hope to many hearts. There
Bowery today
is not a soul
that will admit he wasn't at 'the
president's side. Men down on their
luck say that the cheery , words of
the president infused them with Jiew
life and a number of apparently hope
less derelicts have found themseiva
awakened and eager for a chance to
show their merits. When a man like
ttiA nreiddent comes down .here and
talkjTf straight from the shoulder,' "it
is hound to have a good effect.'
on-th-

e

HEAVILY LADEN TROOP3HIH
FINALLY" 8AIL8 FOR PANAMA

were confirmed at the state department today. The official
say some of the demonstra
tors were .arrested, also that Presi
dent Zelaya has published a statement
promising to resign the presidency
of Nicaragua la favor of Senor Ma-driz, who is Zelaya's candidate, hut
is not the choice of the people.
American Consul Caldera, at Managua, says large crowds last night
surrounded the American consulate,
cheering the government and
of the United States. '
Madrlz's selection would not be at,
all' 'satisfactory to the United States,.
com- and his installation woulj
plicate the wBole" sltuat&a. 1 i' L aK
most certain that the E.itrada force
PROMINENT ARlZONIAN
would
continue "their activities with
CONFIDENT OF 8TATEHOOD
even greater vigor against Madrlz.'. i:
F. M. Murphy, president of the San
Rioting In Managua.
ta Fe, Prescott & Phoenix Railway,
Corinto, Nicaragua, Dec. 15. There-werpassed through the city this after
.scenes of wild disorder in Mannoon in his private car No. 14, en- route from Prescott, Ariz., to New agua again last night. During a meetYork City. Mr. Murphy was accom ing of the aldermen, one of them
panied by his wife and Miss Ethel Joade b speech denouncing Madrlz
Dutrow, who is traveling as the guest and favoring a revolution. A
of Mr. and Mrs. Murphy.
fight followed among the governelements. ;
President Murphy In an interview ment and
with a representative of The Optic About twenty persons were arrested.
stated that he felt confident that both
New Mexico and Arizona would be HOODLUMS SMASH LIGHTS
admitted to statehood at thepresent
AT BRIDGE APPROACH.
session of congress. He also stated
that he was gratified with the selec
YeRterday morning about 2 o'clock,
tion of Chief Justice W. J. Mills to
three men, more or less under the in '
be governor of New Mexico, that he fluence of
liquor, took the lanterns
knew Judge Mills personally and
placed on the bridge spanning the
thought President Taft should be con- Galllnas river at
Bridge street, broke
gratulated on his selection.
them to pieces and thrw them Into
Mr. Murphy spoke most encourag
the river. After this had . en accom
ingly on the outlook In Arizona for plished
they turned their' attention
a prosperous year and said he felt to the arch
light near by and threw
sure that the T general depression stones
until the light fell to
throughout the , western country is the street, leaving the
place almost
gradually giving way to better time's. in total darkness.,
While in the East Mr. Murphy will
Nigh Watchman Young who was
visit Washington, and 'exert what in- near the
bridge at the time, did not
fluence he can to secure the passage take
any action as he was unarmed
of the statehood, hill.
and feared that he might be overpowered by the three hoodlums, as
CARELESS BARBER SHOP
there was no one else about at that
PORTER UPSET8 8T0VE hour.
The breaking of the lanterns left
A stove in the barker shop of W. the approach to the
bridge in a dang-T. Reed on Bridge afreet, was acci- erous condition, but was of
email
dentally turned over this morning.
compared with the arc
The stove contained a big Are, hut lamp, which, while lying on the
fortunately everything Twas put hack ground was not disconnected., and
in
oendition
before
the had a team passed during the time '
good
place caught fire. The fire was due that the light lay in the street, In-- 1
to carelessness on the part of the stant death from electrocution
might
- t
Janitor, who was moving the stove. have resulted.
plated In a measure which is being
carefully prepared by the department
of commerce and labor and which
will be submitted to congress together
with the annual report of Commis
sioner Keefe, of the Immigration
bureau. Senator Dillingham, chairman
of the United States immigration
commission, whose investigation and
report called attention to the revolt
ing conditions existing from opera
tions of the traffic in women, has
been in conference with officials of
the department and it Is expected the
bill will
embody very largely the
of that commis
recommendations
;
sion. . T.,,
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Laden
Philadelphia, Pa., Dec.
with rapid fire field guns, half a mil'
Hon rounds of ammunition and two
months' supply of clothing and provlsions, and carrying two battalions of
marines, the auxiliary cruiser Prairie,
this afternoon weighed anchor and
LOUISVILLE EDITOR MAY
.
HEAD NATIONAL LEAGUE sailed for Colon, Panama. The Prai
rie was stranded a week ago, while
New York, Dec, 15. The threat of preparing to start for Panama. It
ultimate
Ban Johnson, president of the Ameri- is believed the warship's
can league, to refuse to sit on the na- destination is Nicaragua.
tional commission should John M.
Ward,' be elected president of the Na- BURGLARS ATE CANDY
WHILE DRILLING SAFE
tional league, which would practically
mean a baseball war between the two
Globe, Ariz., Dec. 15. Real ladymajor leagues, was again the absorblike
the
when
burglars broke into Brookner's
ing topic 'today
magnates
of the National league gathered to con- general store last night While ensider the question of a new president. gaged in drilling the safe they ate
So tangled has the question become chocolate candy and drank a quantity
that it is predicted the selection of a of grape Juice. They secured a dozen
president will not be made before to- revolvers and a small amount of cash,
morrow or next day. R. W. Brown, but were apparently frightened away
managing editor of the Lousville Courier-Jo- before opening a box containing a
urnal,
was discussed this morn- large sum of money, which they found
in the safe.
ing as a compromise candidate.
'
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Washington, Dec. 15. Major General Leonard Wood, now in command
of the department of the east, will be
the next chief of staff of the U. S.
army. Secretary of War Dickinson
made this announcement today. General Wood will succeed General J.
Franklin Bell, whose term expires
uext spring.

PROMINEN T

AN MIGUEL

COUNTY RANCHMAN

SLAIN
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BANDITS LOOT OKLAHOMA
BANK

ant Attorney General Stlmson
today during the sugar fraud
trial that there had been a shortage
of $695,573 In duty payments on sugar
received by Arbuckle Bros., sugar
refiners. Mr. Stimaon stated this Bum
had been repaid to the United State
treasury by Arbuckle Bros.
Mr. Stlmson said the investigation
was
of the Arbuckle. importations
firm
the
that
and
June
last
begun
voluntarily turned over all its books
The shortage extended over a period
from 1898 to 1907. When the short
age was reported to Arbuckles, they
voluntarily paid the amount. Mr.
Stimson said the settlement in no
wise affected any criminal proceed
ings against those responsible.
SENATE WILL CONFIRM
JUDGE MILLS' APPOINTMENT

low.

GENERAL

NX .LJ

LEGISLATE
TO
ARBUCKLE BROTHERS PAID
AN UPLIGHT AND CONGRESS
HIS- - SMILE
SLAVE"
"WHITE
AGAINST
OF
TORCH
BACK 9695,573 IN DUTIES
CHEERY WORD8
TRADE
HOPE
,
New York, Dec. 15. Special Assist

Speeding Passenger
Train Derailed on
A High Trestle

.

'

$30,000;

ESCAPE

Ardmore, Okla., Dec. 15, After cutting all telegraph and .telephone
wires entering the town of Paoll, Okla., near here, four heavily armed
bandits early today dynamited the vault In the' 8tate Bank of Paoll, secured $30,000 In gold and currency, and escaped.
The robbery was well planned. One of the bandit, held the horses,
while his confederates entered the bank' and shattered ?he r vault doors
With nitro glycerine. Once open, It was but the woWc of a few minutes to
?" :
"rifle the vault 'of Its contents."-1"''- '
The bandits then rushed Into the street and with Winchesters, stood
off a score of citizens who, 'arouse by the explosion, had hastened to the
, eeene,
and, mounting their horses, dashed out of town Into' a heavily tim- -'
v
fcered section bordering a creek.
...,!' i :' fr.nT.-Posses were at once organized and are now hot n the trail of the
robbers. A fight Is momentarily expected, as the bandit had but an
'
tour's start
,

w

"

Seraplo Menzon, a prominent ranchman residing near Gonzales, a remote settlement 45 miles northeast of this city In San Miguel county, was
assassinated by unknown parties sometime Sunday night. His body, with
a bullet hole In the head, was found Monday morning.
The foregoing In brief Is the Information received here last night by
Sheriff Cleofes Romero, and confirmed this morning In a long distance telephone message to District Attorney Charles W. G. Ward, and gave the first
"
news of the murder of Menzon.
Sheriff Romero, accompanied by Deputy Sheriff Pedro Padllla, left
early this morning overland for Gonzales, expecting to make the- - crosscountry trip to Gonzales by nightfall. They will make a thorough investigation of the killing and attempt to run down the murderers.
Additional Information received by District Attorney Ward later in
the day was to the ffect that at an Inquest conducted by the justice of the
peace at Gonzales, the' coroner's Jury returned a verdict that .Menzon: met
death some time Sunday night at the hands of persons unknown.
Two Suspects Arrested.
A telephone message from Watrous to District
Attorney Ward this
afternoon announced that Camlno Sanchez, Justice of the peace at Tipton," had caused the arrest of two brothers named Torres, for the murder
of Menzon. It Is said that tracks which ted from the place where the body
was found were traced to the Torres home. The suspected men. had skipped out and were followed to Watrous, where their arrest took place this
morning.; In the custody of peace officers of Mora county the men were
brought to this city this afternoon and placed In the county Jail pending
a preliminary hearing.
.
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GOVERNOR
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C. N. HASKELL

a--

.

V

IS SUDDENLY STRICKEN
-

V-.
'

.'

Gut h Pie, Okla., Dec. 15,

,

Governor Charles N. Haskell, who was suddenly stricken with acute Indigestion last night, and whose life was despaired of for several hours, was some better tf is morning, ' but his condl-- ,
tien-Ji
,
atilj regarded as serious. , ,
the
source
that
Attending
physicians
Governor
say
Haskell trouble
ef.
v.f.i
Is, gallstones and. that, an operation may be necessary. The governor suffered Intense pain during the night and it was ne. ;ssary to administer
"
opiates to quiet him.
from
all
over the state poured Into the executive mansion,
Telegram,
today, Inquiring as to Mi condition.
.
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CLEARflNGE SILE'
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Arka.
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JLJ J Ll
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Furniture.
- Pianos. Dishes. tu&i-f- Houses, urocorj
V.
ociped.
Cheat.,
Too,
Block..
Sail Boat GuI Bo
Iron.
Cradle
Bed
Wagons, Sled
Shoolyt, Wheelbarrow Charts,
"
Horn a, M agio La "
Board..
Drum.,
Black
Clothe.
Rack.,,
Ing Board.,
CMh
Ranges,
Elevated
Railway.,
Electric Cars. Trains
and
Mechanical Toys, all kinds f Iron Toys, Autos, Balls, Tops, Trunk,
everything the average boy r girl could wish.

.
,
Bio Dnl I ft. Lift! rwia
r h
China, Biaque, Celluloid and Rags; whiU DoUar Blact- - Dolls and -- Brown
.
.
.
I tlnll.., wuna
t.U
j
scantily created and undrcsaed Dollt
that laugh, Doll that cry,orttno,
Dollt that tleep, Dolls
In fact,
Dolla of all kind, in all condition and at all
prices,

.i.nr.w;

Toys
-

TOVS

a

'

A

Commencing Dec. I5th and Closing Dec. 31st

A

Those who have attended our previous sales know what this means. Others, if they will spend 15 minutes in our Store will
readilly see our CLEARANCE SALES are the biggest, most genuine Bargain Carnivals of the year. Space prevents naming more
than a few of the many price concessions. Our

HOLIDAY GOODS

are now on display and ready for your inspection. To insure the most satisfaction in your purchase, make your selections early
while the assortment is large. Upon a deposit, we will lay your selections away for you until
Dec. 24, when we will deliver as
you direct. ,
MEN'S and BOYS' WEAR:

Rea.dy-toWes- Lr

Shop Early

Department

Buy you

What la left of out stock of Suits. Coats and Dres- Bea must be sold. We never carry merchandise- from
f,
.one season to another. This accounts for the
reductions:
h
A
Elack Kersey Coat, trimmed with but- .
.
tons and velvet, worth 8.50, special this sale. .$5.50
'
What's left of our new Fall Coats, black and
42
to
colors, well made and nicely trimmed,
52 inches long, worth $16 to $ 18.50, special... $12.50
$17.95
All Coats marked $19.00 to $35.00, special
Choice of any suit in the house marked to sell at
$35.00 to $50.00 for $20.90
(
$21.50 to $30.00 for $15.95

h
40-in-

h

h

Dresses

all new, desirable styles
garments,
prices below in moat cases Just
$14.50 to $15.00, for $8.35
$17.50 to $22.50, for 11.85
$25.00 to $35.00, for 18.95

t
,

36-in-

,

h

h

v

h

All Cloth -- Skirts
All Cloth Skirts
.All Cloth Skirts
All Cloth Skirts

Millinery

Sack, No. 591

All

trunks. Suit Cases, and Traveling

sell
sell
sell
sell
sell

ONE-THIR- D

Skirt marked
Skirt marked
Skirt marked

$3.35

$7.00, for.
$9.00,
$11.50, for....
$16.50, for....

4.45- -

for.....i.......

5.98
8

9.98

to sell up to $10.00, for
to sell $12.60 to $15.00, for
to sell $16.00 to $22.00, for...

$6.95
9.90
13.70

--

ONE-HAL-

F

Evening Special

TONIGHT FROM 8 O'CLOCK TO 9 O'CLOCK
r
Mor 's Sweaters iir solid .colors and
ferWWi'tb. $3.50 and $4.00, special
two-colo-

.

$2.50v

'

Net and Silk Waists
Net waists in white, ecru and grey,
A pretty Messaline Waist in grey,
worth $5.50, for
Black Taffeta Waists, guaranteed,
Black Taffeta Waists, guaranteed,
lBlack Taffeta . Waists guaranteed,

he4

1

1,

worth $4.00, to $6.00, for.;
green, light blue and cream,

$3.28
3.45

$6.00 to $6.50 values, special.... 4.50
5.90
$7.60 to $8.00 values, special
6.98
$9.00 value, special..

1

Linen Wadsts

ef--

An
A Linenne
n

A
.

60c Onyx Hoso, lace and plain, all colors
35c
$1.00 Onyx Hose, plain, lace and embroidery, all colors.. 65c .
35c Onyx Hose, all black and black with split solea..,.25c
75c Onyx Ho3e, black and colors, lace and embroidery.. 47c
Ladles' 75c Union Suits, good Quality, perfect fitting. . . ,53c
Separate Garments, fleeced, worth 60c ach
37q
Separate Garments, all wool, $1.00 and $1.25 values.... 83c1
"Merode" Garments, $1.75 grade, wool or silk and wool. $1.49
"Merode" Garments, $1.60 grade, broken lines
98c- -

Blankets and Comforts

Cotton Blanket, grey or tan, $1,25 value, for
89c
Cotton Blanket, grey or tan, $1.65 value, for. . . .$1.25
4.08
Blanket, grey or white, worth $5.00 pair
Crib Blankets, all colors with kindergarten patterns,.
worth $1.50
1.00
$4.00 Bath Robe Blankets, special..
3.00
$5.00 Bath Robe Blankets, special.....
4.00
Silk Bordered Silkoline Comforts, worth $5.50
4.25
Silk Bordered Dotted Swiss Comforts, worth $7.60... 4.75
Silk Bordered Silk Mull Comforts, worth $12.00
9.00
11- -4

12- -4

"

:

:

OF THE MARKED PRICE

"(

OFF

Hosiery and Underwear

up to $5.00,
$5.50 to
$7.60 to
$9.50. to
$13.50 to

-

at

Bags

All-Wo-

What is left from our stocks of Fall Hats must be
all new, desirable' fall shapes and colors,
j Bold.- Thy are
no two alike, trnd very dressy, , During this sale you may nave your choice for Just.
i

end dark .
brown, grey and mixtures, ages 7 to 14 years,
.$2.50
special
AH our $4.50 and $5.00 Suits, ages 7 to 14 years,
special
.....$3.20All our Combination Suits, with two pairs pants,
worth $3.50 to $6.50t agea 7 to 12 years, special. $4.40
200 pairs Boys' Knickerbocker Pants, worth 85c to
$1.00, ages 3 to 14 years, special..
.69c
All our Boys' Blouses and Waists, regular 65c
grade, all colors, light and dark, special....... 49c

Novelty

Four-Butt-

Separate Skirts
for.
marked ; to
marked - to
marked 'to;
marked to
marked to

$9.98

;

Voile Skirts
Any Voile
Any Voile
Any Voile

t.

;

All Cloth Skirts

$14 to $17

.

until December
22nd, we will run each day
two unusually attractive specials one in the morning
from 10 o'clock to 11 o'clock
and the other in the evening
from 8 o'clock to 9 o'clock.
These specials will be announced each evening in our
regular space in The Optic,.
for that evening and the fol-Each one
lowing morning.
will be a money saver for you.
WATCH THE OPTIC.

$12.70

4

All our $3.50 Knee Pants Suits, in light

continuing

AU-Wc-

......

All our Men's Overcoats, worth $7.50 and $8.50,
in uleters and coats with velvet collars,
special
$4.95
Your choice of all our Men's Overcoats worth

fiw

Commencing Dec. 15th and

Serge, worth $1.15 and $1.25 yard, special. ...95o
79c
Satin Prunella.1 all colors, $1.00 grade..
79c
Novelty Suiting, regular $1.00 grade, special
72c
Panama,' worth $1.00 yard..
53c
Wool Suiting, worth 65c, special.
46c
;
;
sale.
65c
to
worth
75c, thi
Panama,
..39c
Fancy Wool Suiting, the 60c grad..
27c
Fancy Flaid Suiting, worth; 35e, special
16c
25c
kind, for.,.
Fancy Plaids, the

$13.50-- ,

dart patterns,

.

Special Notice

Dress Goods
h

'

:

One special lot of Suits, including .blacks, solid
colors and fancies, a variety of styles and fabrics,
marked to sell for $15.00 to $37.50 each, during this
sale your choice for
-

What la' left of these popular
and colors, must be sold. Note the
half the regular price:
Dresses marked to sell
Dresses marked to sell
Dressea marked to sell

'

winter w eight, during this sale
i
$4.45 ,
One lot of Men's $4.00 and $4.50 Pants, special ..... $3.50 .
One lot of the famous "Cluett" Shirts, pleated
bosoms,-- ' cuffs attached or detached,
worth
'.
$1.75, special
.$1.25
One lot of Colored Stiff Bosom Shirts, worth everywhere $1.75 to $2.00, special..
$1.00
Men's Outins Flannel Night Shirts( 65& valua for... 48c One lot of ruen's Coat Sweaters, Oxford and car-- f
dlnal
.50c

the holidays to

EXTRA SPECIAL

e

social

All our Men u (6.00 Panta, light and

will be your biggest gift of
.the workers
behind the counters and on
?
the delivery wagons.

follow--fcgfcea-

One-Piec-

Christmas pres-

ents early early in the day
and early in December. That

,

"'

Men's Suits worth $20.00, $22.50 and $25.00, latest
styles in grey, brown, tan mixtures, green
and fancy blue serges, all excellent values,

aV

All-Sil-

White Waist, strictly tailored, worth $2.75, special
Whita Waist, tailored, worth $2.25, special

fx-.

Morning SpeciaJ

TOMORROW. MORNING FROM 10 TO 11 O'CLOCK
k
No. 100
Ribbon, 5 inches wide, all colors,
worth 40c per yard, special,.

$1.95

...$1.60

"

19c

A

t

0

m

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

TOLD

NO DYSPEPSIA

INVEST

UNDIGESTED

POSTAL SAVINGS .
BANK DEPOSITS

FOOD

There would not be a case of Indi
cation here if readers who are sub
the
ject to stomach trouble knew diges-Uve
and
tremendous
virtue contained In Diapepsin.
This harmless Dreoaratlon will digest
a heavy meal without the slightest
fuss or discomfort, and relieve we
amiroat trill stomach In five minutes,
besides overcoming all foul, nauseous
odors from the breath.
Ask your pharmacist to snow you
iha formula nlnlnlv nrlnted on each
case of Pape's Diapepsin, then
you will readily understand wny iure
nmmntiv mixes indigestion and
moves such symptoms as heartburn.
a feeling like a lump or leao. in me
stomach, belching of gas and eructations of undigested food, water brash,
nausea, headache, biliousness and
many other bad symptoms; ana,
Tnn win not need laxatives to
keep your stomach, liver and Intest
ines clean and fresn.
If your stomach is sour and full of
fond doesn't digest, and
your meals don't seem to fit, why not
case from your aruggisi
get a
and make life worth living? Absolute
relief from stomach misery ana perfect digestion of anything you eat Is
sure to follow five minutes after, and,
heatdpa one csifta is sufficient to cure
a whole family of such trouble.
Surely, a harmless, inexpensive
preparation like Diapepsin; which will
always, either at daytime or during
night, relieve your stomach misery
and digest your meals, is aDoui as
handy and valuable a thing as you
could have in the house.
anti-ferme-

OF POSTOFFICE BUILDINGS BY THE GOVERNMENT

ERECTION

SAYING OF MANY

MILLIONS

r
Uncle Sam Could Profitably Put Funds
to Use in This Way, Adding Handsome Public Structures In ' Thou- ' sands of Communities War to Continue Against White Slave Traffic
Usefulness of Public Libraries to be
Increased. .
i

.

Chicago, Dec. 15. The erection of
the
postoffice buildings throughout
have
which
towns
In
only
country
Tented quarters and branch postof- fjces In cities where more
ere badly needed has been proposed
s an Investment of postal savings
bank funds that would eave Uncle
Sam millions of dollars every year,
would add handsome structures in
thousands of communities and would
give employment to hundreds of thou
sands of men, the sponsor for the
idea being Former United) States
Senator William E. Mason, of Chica vested
is not free from difficulty, but
go, who has knowledge of the facts
believe
that a satisfactory provision
I
as he waa chairman of the postoffice
was inserted as an
for
this
purpose
committee in the United States sen
amendment to the bill considered by
ate. "In Chicago, for instance," said
the senate at its last session." Tn a
:
Senator Mason In a letter to Chair
bulletin Issued by the Postal Ban
man Geo. H. Currier of the Postal
League it is said: "All membesr of
Savings Bank League which Is urg this
league and all those who favor
ing the enactment of a postal savings postal banks are urged without delay
bill during this session of congress,
to make it their business to write
"the government would be able to to the members of the housa sub
save not less than a hundred thous
committee on postofflces and postand dollars a year by employing
that the postal bank bill
in constructing roads urging
funds
deposited
be reported for ac
now
as
perfected
the branch postoffice buildings which tion in congress without delay. The
are needed. The Investment of say
members are: Representatives Gard
16,000,000 would cost in interest, at
ner of New Jersey, Huff of Pennsyl
the 2 per cent paid postal depositors, vania. Fassett and Durey of New
'
fully $100,000 less than the rentals
and two Democrats, Represent
now Daid. Moreover it would give York,
Moon of Tennessee and Small
atives
employment to thousands of men and of North Carolina.
put the money Into circulation. There
War to Continue Against White
would be similar economies in other
Slave Traffic.
cities and towns." The problem of
A national organization to system
the Investment of deposits, which
have atlcally war against the white slave'
the hostile banking Interests
o
held up as a
against the traffic has been practically complet
postal bank plan was one in which ed and the announcement soon will
President Taft In his message to con- be made that it be known as ' the
gress dealt, with' decisively, saying: American. Alliance, with headqjuart-er- s
"I believe postal savings banks to be
in Chicago. State and local fedneoeasary in order to offer the pro- erations of women's clubs, vigilance
per Inducement to thrift and saving and protective organizations and bar
to a great many people of small means associations, commercial bodies and
who do not now have banking facil- the churches will be asked to afities and to whom such a system filiate or
with thts alliwould offer an opportunity for the ac- ance for a united, well defined plan.
The Active aid will be given by this body
cumulation of capital.
question of how the money deposited to the Mann bill in congress for the
In postal savings banks shall be in- - new federal statute to which Presi
dent' Taft referred in his message to
"I greatly regret
congress, saying:
to have to' say. that the investigations
made in the bureau of immigration
and other sources of information, lead
to the view that there 13 urgent
necessity for additional v legislation
and greater executive activity to suppress the recruiting of the ranks of
prostitutes from the streams of Im
migration into this country an evil
which, for. want of a better name, has
trade.'
been called the 'white-slav- e
I believe it to be constitutional to
forbid, under penalty, the transportation of persons for purposes 'of pros
I
V'
- titution across national and state
I
lines, and by appropriating a fund of
$50,000 to be used by the secretary
of commerce and labor for the em
ployment of special Inspectors, it will
be possible to bring those responsible
for this trade to Indictment, and con
viction under a federal law." Efforts
will be made to secure the enactment
of new state laws by such legislatures
as convene this winter in states
where it is needed, as shown by the
investigation made by Assistant Unit
ed States Attorney Harry A. Parkin
during the summer. A digest of the
state laws of the country on this point
has just been issued by the Currier
Publishing company in a book, ''War
which
Trade,"
on the White-Slav- e
was the final work of the Woman's
World committee, the nucleus of the
new national organization.
Usefulness of Public Libraries to Be
Increased.
Most grateful and comforting is
Increasing the usefulness of a pub
a warm bath with Cuticura Soap lic library by adding branch libraries
and gentle anointings with Cuti- is the urgent recommendation of Chi
cura. This pure, sweet, economcago's Public Library commission
ical treatment brings immediate and wealthy citizens- are looked to
relief and refreshing sleep to
for contributions for the purpose.
and disfigured little ones The need of library extension work
and rest to tired, fretted mothers. through branches Is declared to be
For eczemas rashes, itchings, serious. The advisory commission was
irritations and chafings, Cuticura composed of Harry A. Wheeler, presSoap and Cuticura Ointment are ident of the Credit Clearing House;
Thomas P. Holgate, dean of the Col
worth their weight in gold.
lege of Liberal Arts In Northwestern
Bold ttirracboot tin world. Depot: London. J7,
CnvtcrhotiM Sq.; Paris. , Ruada la Palx; AustraUniversity;
George E, Vincent, dean
lia, R. Towns k Co.. Sydney; India. B. K. Paul.
Co.: Japan,
Calcutta; China. Hong Rons Drug
and professor of sociology In the
fttaniya. Ltd... Tokto; Ruaala, Ferrein. Moocowf
Town,
.;
Africa, Lennon, Ltd., Cap
U.S.A.
K.ttar
Dtvt A Coem. Carp. Sola nop. Bomob
University of Chicago; N. D. C.
sub-statio-

bugr-a-bo-

in

COHfd
T--

FOR LITTLE
FAT FOLKS
skin-tortur-

ed

WEDNESDAY,

THREE

15, 19t9

DECEMBER

being the gum la band to start the
work, the subscriptions of manufac
muse
turers of "Independent" telephone After
Typhoid or other wasting
GFML'CH
The anequipment and supplies.
diseases or low fevers.
nounced plan ls to sell $1,0JO,000 of
Require a pure, gentock to member of the association
tle, invigorating stimulant and tonic to aid
One reason so many people take cold and President, H. D. Crltchfield has
stimulate
digestion,
have
"Contracts
said:
been
signed
and enrich the blood
during the winter months, according
and to gjve new
authority. U the hot. for the erection of a plant and for
to a
Chistrength to body and
dry atmosphere indoors, due to Imper- the necessary details to provide
brain. Duffy's Pure
with
an
careful
as
were
we
cago
If
telephone
Independent
fect beating.
Malt Whiskey is inval- -,
to keep the air In our rooms moist as service. I have had the article signed
uable as a tonic when
we are to keep them warm, there and the contracts for the minor work
you are run down and
depressed ; when the
wolild be less occasion for cough medi- will be awarded next week and the
weak and the blood sluggish, it
case.
in
Je"J
will
now
the
be
service
U
Chicago
Independent
cine than
.
J aauiug , lai
minor ilia of the in a year. The sum of $50,000. has VUUU1
,. HCH I1S9UC.;,. fn-tintOf all the
body, there is none the neglect of been subscribed by Individual con-- 1 freshing sleep and imparts vim and en- m- to every pan 01
uuuy.
which is so liable to result seriously cerns to start the work." The Bell 'fgy
tricoratet the hrain.
Ir
The
cold."
cough
as the "common
"ThousanHs of doctor,
company's Investment In . Chicago
escribe it. nd
ritates the mucous membrane of the now is about $20,000,000, there being leading hospitals use it The standard
of purity and excellence for 50 years,
throat, lungs and bronchial organs. over 200,000 telephones in service
at
and
1878
sore
In
Inviting
them
to
ten
inhabitants.
one
DllflVS PCrtJ ftlS.t
leaving
every
tack from the countless germs of mere was a. leiepuune 10 vrjr iuuu has
brought health and happiness to
dread tuberculosis which infect the air sand people men, women, children many thousands of
we breathe.
being counted and for years the homes during the last
ed.
Its virmedi drug store Instruments were used by
cough
A
inexpensive
simple,
In
tues have been enWhat It Costs to Remove-Snocine can be made by mixing two ounces hundreds
of
persons. Curiously dorsed by temperance
the Windy City.
e
of Virgin
of Glycerine, a
enough the manager of the first tele- advocates, cjergymen,
paveenow
from
Chicago
and men
Removing
Oil of Pine compound pure and eight phone exchange that of a Bell com- scientists,
and women in all
ments at $200,000 per inch of snow ounces of pure Whisky. Shake well,
then
who
since
B.
was
ESunny
pany
walks of life, who
is winter's burden on the street de- and take a teaspoonful every four ha3 climbed most of the time with cannot
say too much in praise of the
of
for
the
superintendents
partments,
hours. It will break up a cold quickly the General Electric company until world s greatest medicine.
which seventeen cities have .sent ap- and cure any cough that is curable.
Be sure you get the genuine Imitahe not only is the president of the tions
are Impure and dangerous. Refuse
'
plicants to the civil service contest This formula Is frequently prescribed
substitutes.
also
con and is highly recommended by the Chicago Telephone company but
All druggists and grocers, or direct.
In which there 'are seventy-on- e
Bell
us
if
of
a
you are sick.
$1.00
bottle.
the
Write
parent
It will cost you nothing to learn how to
testants. The annual cost of remov- Leach Chemical Co., of Cincinnati, who
"A. T. & T. Co." of Bos treat yourself.
anrt tesbooklet
the
Medical
company
ing thd enow from the streets in the prepare the genuine Virgin Oil of Pine ton which has now acquires
tne timonials sent free.
First ward, which includes the loop compound pure for dispensing through Gould control of the Western Union Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, sT.T,
district, is about $58,000. For several druggists.
Telegraph company. The growth of
years this work has been done by
is taken to Indi
the Bell
the Citizen's association, but ft is other names. Hawkins, it appears, ar cate a companies of the public for
preference
understood that after this year the rived with much .baggage several one
telephone company in a city alwork will be turned back to the street days ago and Immediately afterward
at first enabl
When Dowdle though the huge profits
department Every snowfall costs In had manv callers.
to grow and
Bell
ed
the
companies
the neighborhood of $5,000 an inch "squealed" the same outfit was dls
I
"
expand.
to remove from the "loop" the cost covered In Hawkins' room that ls the
neof
frontier
the
because
gambl
the
furniture
of
main
rather
high
being
BAKE-DAcessity for speed. When Chicago has ing house and all of the gambling
Do you look forward to Bake-Dasnowfall, as It had last houses In between. It appears that each week with a certain keen intera
.... .
week, It usually requires less than for years the faro "banker," under his est and pleasant anticipation? Under
forty-eigh- t
hours to free the streets real name of Frank, was a traveling the right conditions it should be one
' ;- . '
'
of the real pleasures of housekeeping.
In the business district of the "beauti- salesman for a Chicago house and
kV"
a
clever
and
New,
certainty
recipes
ful." This comparea very favorably made acquaintances whom he vic of success In everything you bake are
In
for
done
advertised
line
In
this
He
later.
work
timized
what make the fascination.
with the
"The Cook's Book" will give you
. MME. MIZPAH
Paris, where they still use the old "hiiclnRa men to invest $5,000 to
recipes, a splendid collection by
method of sprinkling the snow with $10,000," introduced prospective In the
Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, the noted
salt and trying to melt It. When this vestors to a confederate and prompt authority.
Palmist, Clairvoyant and Ordained
which
in
so
much
suffering ly suggested a liftle game
Medium
works it causes
K C Baking Powder will give you
among the horses, their feet becoming as it was crooked but looked respect the certainty. Absolutely no failures.
or
She tells your name; she gives
frozen through constant standing and able, the "prospective investor" stood Guaranteed the best at any price,
refunded.
money
the
that
cold
whatever.
In
slush,
no
the
chance
working
"Get a 25 cent can of K C Baking dates, facts and figures, reliable and
French people are beginning to pro- Bell Telephone and Independent Tele Powder at once from your grocer. important advice and information on
Send In the certificate you will find to all matters of Interest in business
test against it. The Chicago method
phone Companies at War.
Another siege of the Bell tele- Jaques Mfg. Co., Chicago, with this transactions, law suits contested wills,
is to sweep the snow into piles, and
and "The Cook's Book" will
then cart it off and dump it into the phone etrongbold, Chicago, has been article,
be mailed you free. A combination life insurance, damage 'suits, dlvorcet
river or lake. The new street superin declared by" the International Indepen- hard to heat! "The Cook's Book" deeds, mortgages, claims, collections.' ii
tendent will probably follow the same dent Telephone association with the and K C Baking Powder. You'll b speculations, Investments, adventures, ' .l
course, as it has been found to be promise that next Christmas will see more than pleased
mining stock and all financial trou- - ' "
the best.xand Just a'a economical as competitive service, the sum of $50
::
'
bles.
any other, and far quicker. The new
A girl always finds out how much
Her predictions are always correct
street superintendent will draw a
EASILY DECIDED
a man likes- her by the way he acts and novor faii tn.
salary of $5,000 a year and have the
when she pretends to like somebody sands of people will
.
stify.
expenditure of $3,000,000 of public This Question Should be Answered else.
LOVE
AND
COURTSHIP
moneys annually. As a result of efEasily by East Las Vegas People
MARRIAGE
forts of the City Club, which InsistIll Health Is More Expensive Than
Gives truthful revelations on all love
'
ed that the examination should be
Which is wiser to have confidence
Any Cure
open to outsiders, the civil service in the opinions of your
This country Is now filled with peo- affairs, troubles, marriages, and by
commission complied and Chicago of people you know, 'or depend on ple who migrate across the continent proper advice restores lost affections,
hopes to have the best man for the statements made by utter strangers in ail directions seeking that which reunites the separated, settles lovers'
s
gold cannot buy.
6f them quarrels,' tells you when and whom
obtained residing in
position that "could be
places? Read the are' suffering from throat arid
lung you will marry, and how Ho win tb
throughout the entire country.
following:
or
trouble
chronic catarrh resulting man or, woman
you love and how ti
A Big Swindle Has Been Perpetrated
Fritz Sena, 1205 Twelfth street, rrom neglected colds, and spandlng
make your husband or wife te true to
at the , LaSalle Hotel.
East Las Vegas, N. M., says: "Ex fortunes vainly trying to regain lost
health. Could
sufferer but un you, and, how to overpower all your
The marble, mahogany and prooe-lai- n perience has proven to me that Doan's do tne past andevery
cure that first neg enemies.
;; f
.
of the big city hotel, the bigger Kidney Pills fulfill the claims made lected cold, all this . sorrows pain.
'
Hours 10 a. m. to
in, n,4- - 4- and finer the better, as a trap for the for them. For several weeks I suf anxiety ano expense could have been
4.
f
confidence man's victim has another fered constantly from backache and avoided. Chamberlain's Coueh Rem.
SAVE THIS jCOUPON
is
famous
cures
for
edy
its
of
colds,
in
the
when
I
I got up, had ana can
blackr mark checked against it the
morning
If it is presented with 50c
be depended upon.
sum of $4,875 having been secured acute pains across my kidneys. Ex Use It andalways
the more serious diseases
, within 7 days It .entitles you to
from an astute business man at the ercise brought some relief, but It did may ba avoided, i For sale by all deathe
LaSalle. The police are now wonder- not entirely rid me of the trouble. lers.
SPECIAL READING
4- faro The kidney, secretions pained In pas
ing how1 an entire,
AN EXCELLENT CONCERT
layout could be smuggled into the La sage and at times were discolored.
New Optic Hotel Side Entrance
AT Y. M. C. A. TONIGHT
Salle without .. the knowledge of the Hearing so much said in praise of
Doan's Kidney Pills, I procured a supmanagement, but John Dowdle,
A JOYflllPOTIE
has admitted that fixed ply and commenced their use. After
Secretary Fitzslmmons assures Las
'
faro was . the way In which he was I had taken a few doses, I noticed Vegans a delightful evening tonight
separated from his money among all a marked improvement and before I at the Y. M. C. A., when the first con- It'a Really a Pleasure to Cure
Catarrh
the elegancies that could be expect- had finished the contents of the box, cert of the (wlnter season under the
By Breathing Hyjmei
ed to secure security. It Is rather I was completely cured. I have been" auspices of the Santa Fo Reading
novel even in a city where the wits entirely free from kidney complaint Room Entertainment Course, will be
It Isn't a pleasure to! saturate vonr
stomach with vile nostrums or t
of the "con man", continually
given.
are ever since."
The concert will be by the Topeka shock the tender membrane of the
giving birth to something new in
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Concert
and iDramatic company com nose and throat with disagreeable
quick and easy finance. Good clothes, cents. Foster-MIlburCo.,
Buffalo,
fine address and the supposed secur- New York, sole agents for the United prising five arti&tg as follows: Nanon sprays and douches.
But strange to say there arA a fan
Herren, , manager and Impersonator: thousand
ity of the hotel lured Dowdle to the States.
people who do not i
room of one registered as Hawkins,
Remember the name Doan's and Jessier Waller, violinist; Hazel Kais abreast of the times who"
are hoping
who has been identified also under take no other.
er, eololst; Mame Taylor pianist: Al against
hope that these ancient meth- ba Van Ketchen, dramatist. Each Is ous win ria them of
catarrh.
an artist In her' line, and tonieht's
If the readers of The Optic who
concert will embrace the best in suffer from catarrh want to banish
this vile and disgusting disease formusic, literature' and the drama. "
ever,
go to E. Gi Murphey today and
Already a large, number of tickets
have been disposed, of and a good get a complete Hyomei (pronounced
)
outfit for $1.00.
crowd ls assured.
If It doesn't cure it wont cost
1
you
a cent because E. G. Murphey will
CAMFIELD OFFERS BONUS
glve you your money back.
'
FOR COMPLETION OF TUNNEL
Hyomei is so simple and pleasant "
A bright and steady light depends upon the
'
to use; pour a few drops from
the
construction of the lamp.
.
Greeley, Colo., Dec. 15. In order bottle Into the inhaler and breathe
The best skill has put forth its best effort in that
the Laramle-Poudr- e
tunnel may it In. As it passes over the memperfecting the Rayo Lamp.
be completed inside of two years, brane and Into the lungs with the air
As the air is fed to the flame so does the light
the allotted time for Its completion, you breathe It soothes the raw mem-bran- e
burn. The
current of air through
and kills the catarrh eerms.'
D. A. Camfleld hasffered Engineer
the
of the Rayo Lamp secures a uniform
Don't erpartaetit any lona-ar,.Tri.
McElwee
$300 bonus for each day he
'
light, with never a flicker or flare.
ing dnu- - ' ' everywhere sell Hyomei
,,
finishes
ahead
of
the
required time. for caf
h,
The ideal family lamp. Made of brass throughcolds, bronchitis,
Each workman "la to profit also by etc. L
A " . tal for Olir frpft lwnlr
out and beautifully nickeled.
,,
r
every foot: of the tunnel Booth's
The Rayo is a
People, Booth's Hy-- Y
lamp, hut you cannot Speed,rfor
'
bored daily, over the,: eight feet re- omel Co.,sF 'Jo, N. Y.
,
get a better lamp at any price.
is to ,be' paid for. in extra
quired
Once a Rayo user, always one
"TV
M
wages,' ranging from 50 cents to 1
Every Dealer Everywhere. If Not at Yours, Writs 1st
each
a day. Work Is now going on
1 s
Descriptive Circular to the Nearest Agency of the
1
from both portals.
COHTDJENTAL
OH COMPANY

Hodges, librarian of the Cincinnati
and
president of the
public library,
American Library association, and J.
I. Wyer, Dr., director, of the New
York State Library. It has reported:
"The earlier conception (of a library)
was that of collection of books cov'
ering as completely as possible evof
knowledge and litery department
erature, more stress being laid upon
having books than upon having them
used. The modern library idea is to
put the books as freely as possible
into the hands of the people." The
commission urges the use of the in
terest upon the $212,000 Endowment
Fund made up of gifts from private
parties, for the expansion of the library service. This Interest fund now
amounts to $30,000. It Is also urged
that a portion of the bonds, authorized by the last legislature, should be
devoted to this work. The present
"delivery station" method ls condemn"
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Cures Ind&estfc;;
relieves

stomach misery, sow f'
It
We saw a woman crying on th
cures all stooiao'i 1.
ach,
streeta recently.
Probably we men ease belching.and
or money back. Largo box of U
have been doing BomethTng again.
lata 6 cents. Druggists la all townl.
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Your money will go farther and your
holipresents will please better if your
day shopping is done at

HARKETHEFOHTS

CREWS VERY UNLIKELY

187$.

M. M.

following new commissions In the New
Mexico national guard to date from
August 26, 1909:
A. Mendenhall, captain; W. G. Love,
.Current rumors about the streets
today to the effect that all the pass- first lieutenant; M. J5. nintos, seo-on; .''&
lieutenant
enger crews out of Las Vegas would
have 'to move either to La Junta or . Captain Ai Mendenhall la assigned
Albuquerque when the new time card to command of the company of --the
.
goes Into effect seem to be without First Infantry stationed at ClovU,-KM. Lieutenants Love and Hlnton will
foundation.
It appeared that on account of the report In person to Captain Mendenchange made la the running time of hall for duty with the company, at
j
train No. 2. which has been changed Clovls.
to leave Las Vegas at 9 p. m.. beginThe following are commissioned ai
ning January 1, that it would Inter- officers In the National Guard, to date
fere with the passenger crews doubl- from June 5, 1909: v
Charles R. Echols, first lieutenant;
ing out of La Junta. It Is thought this
will be remedied by pltcing another Fred Clayton, second lieutenant
Lieutenants Echols and Clayton
passenger crew In service out of here.
The running of crews from La Junta will report in person to Captain John
to Albuquerque would be "all right on B. Enfield for duty with Company C,
certain trains, such as the limlteds, First Infantry, at Artesla.
but the Interstate commerce laws
At a special meeting of the town
would interfere jslth the running of
of the West side It was decouncil
ThYough
to
local
crews
the
Albuquer
que, as In many instances on the local cided that four arch lights should be
trains the sixteen hours of continuous placed along Bridge street and around
duty would have elapsed before the the Plaza. This will be gratifying
train reached Its destination and this news to the many residents of the
would necessitate tae calling of a West side who have been greatly Infreight crew Into service at a point terested as to what would be done In
where a freight crew could not be ob- regard to this matter. Conditions are
'
such that the new lights are needed
tained.
and
have been for many months past.
Despite the rumors the matter is
considered
not being seriously
by
Word reached the city today that
local passenger conductors and
Facundo Baca, an aged resident of Los
Esteritos, died at that place on December 2nd. Mr. Baca was 71 years
ADDITIONAL COMMISSIONS
of age and a well known pensioner
He
IN NEW MEXICO MILITIA and merchant of Los Esteritos.
was also well and favorably known in
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 15. Acting Las Vegas, where he had "extensive
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes, by business relations with local
order of the governor, announces the
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!, Meta
Market
NeWvYorit, Dec. 15. Lead. firm. 457

Copper, weak, standard and
Silver ZfS tT

60.

2

Jan."
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TAUPERT'S

J
St. Loula Wool Market.
St. Louis, Dec 15. Wool weak;
territory and western mediums 240
28; fine mediums 21025; fine 12 20.

Our goods and prices are open for your
and approval. It will be our

'

inspection
pleasure to show you through.

.-- f

Entered at the Postofflce at East
La Vegas, N. M., at seond-clas- a

Batter.
4
-

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily.

er Year

ty Carrier.....

..$7.00

r! Month by

Carrier
. t Week by Carrier
j1
Weekly
'One year
,
Six Montha
.

.68
.20

.1.'.
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13.00

......
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NEW RAILROAD OUTLET
FOR THE PECOS VALLEY

'.'

El Paso, Texas, Dec. 15. That the
El Paso anil Southwestern railroad
Jwould extend Its lines In New Mexico
to another connection with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe became
Itnown here yesterday. The
branch will be extended from Russia, the present terminus near Cloudcroft, at the summit of
the Sacramento mountains, eastward
to connect with the Santa. Fe at
a distance of about 175 miles.
The extension will open a heavily timbered, mineral and agricultural section.
T;he work of surveying the line will
begin January 1, It is announced.

t

ft

Ar-tesl-

RAILWAY EMPLOYES ON
PACIFIC COAST ORGANIZE
.

!

San Francisco, Dec". 15. An order
of railway employes with a membership of more than thirty thousand on
the Pacific coast, baa been reorganized and hereafter will be In charge
of railroad men actually In service.
At a meeting held here yesterday new
supreme officers were chosn. Loula
H. Ledger, of the Santa Fe system,
was' made supreme conductor, and
Samuel P. Veatch of the Southern Pacific, supreme treasurer. It Is planned to bring the railroad men of all
western states Into the membership.

AAt Poor

Chicago Hog Market
Hogs 45,000 ten lower; light $7.90
8.40; mixed $8.108.50; heavy $8.15
8.55; rough $8.158.30; good to
choice heavy $8.308.55; pigs $6.90
7.85; bulk $8.308.45.
Chicago Livestock Market
15. Cattr
Dec.
25,000,
weak to ten lower; beeves $3.i08.25;
Texas steers $3.80 4.65; western
steera $48.30; stockers and feeders
$35.10; cows and heifers $25.40;
calves $7.75 8.75.
Chicago,

Monogram paper and engraved calling cards make acceptable Christmas
gifts. The Optic has some elegant
samples which it would be pleased to
The Board of Directors of the Y. show you. Christmas orders should
M. C. A. held their regular monthly be made now.
meeting last night Only the regular
routine business was conducted.
T think I'll go home."
The report of the general secretary
"But it's only 11 o'clock, old man."
showed the organization to be steadily
"Well, there's nothing doing at the
gaining in popularity and In Its use club."
fulness to the community. The at
"I know, but consider. Once I went
tendance at the building and thenum home at 11 o'clock and came near
ber of meetings held during the past establishing a dangerous precedent"
Kansas City Journal.
month were nearly double that of
month.
the previous
Nobody likes to sea a girl hanging
is in splended
The association
a telephope talking to a boy.
over
shape in every way, but financially.
.

1--

WE ORDER

1--

1--

2

$11.92

world-famou-

cate women is Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
IT MAKES WEAK WOMEN STRONG.
SICK WOMEN WELL.

1--

Stove Grates and Castings
Every Week

May 11.35.

Money and Stocks Market
New York, Dec. 15. Call money,
4
per cent; prime mercantile
per cent; Mexican dolpaper,
lars, 44; Amalgamated, 88; Atchison,
122; New York Central, 123
Union PaSouthern Pacific, 132
91
202
Preferred,
steel,
cific,

This Insures Prompt Delivery.

5

55

2

Phone Us Your Wants

3--

F. J. GEHRING.

1--

125

symptoms of woman's peculiar ailments are fully set
in the People a Medical Adviser (1008 pages), a newly
Edition of which,
will be mailed free on
stamps to pay oost of mailing only. Address as above.
cloth-boun-

3--

516-51-

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, Dec. 15. Cattle- - 9,000.
including 4,00 southerns; steady to 10

Douglas Avenue.

8

(Bonn Rnvndiwgil

TURKEY TICKETS.
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OF. Y. M. C. A. MEET

5--

has been chief consulting physician of the Invalids'
Hotel and Surgical Institute, of Buffalo, N. Y., for
many years and has had a wider practical experience
in the treatment of women's diseases than any other physician in this country.
s
His medicines are
for their astonishing efficacy.
The most perfect remedy ever devised for weak and del!

Santa Clause has his headquarters on the
second floor. A veritable Fairy Land. The big
Christmas tree, the Dancing Doll, the Performing Clowns, the Electric Train, running through
tunniels and over bridges Flying Machines,
Games, Dolls, Dishes, Doll Houses, with appropriate furniture In each room A coaster, Auto
and Wagon, combined for the boy. And hundreds
,
of other toys.

those ; who nro- financial
support ;lat June,
mlsed
have not yet paid tneir pieoges, in
consequence of which the association
Is pressed for funds.
The directors will meet again Fri
day evening.
a inrsre number of

3--

Toyo

. GET YOUR

Kansas City 8heep Market.
Sheep 6,000 steady; muttons $4.25
fed western lower; native steers $4.7507.50; south
5.25; lambs $56.80;
wethers and yearlings $4.506.75; fed ern steers $3.505.40; southern cows
western ewes $4.255.15.
$2.754; native cows and heifers
$2.506.50; stockrs and feeders $3.25
Kansas City Hog Market.
5.25; bulls $3.254.65; calves $4
Hogs 15,000, five to ten lower; bulk 8.50; western steers $3.756; western
$8.058.35; heavy $8.308.40; pack cows $2.75 4.75.
ers and butchers $8.15(3)8.40; light
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
$7.808.25; pigs $6.507.50.

Chicago Produce Market.
15. Wheat,
May
Dec.
Corn,
$1.10
July, 99
Oats,
July 65
May 65
Pork,
July 42
May 44
Lard, Jan.
Jan. $21.90; May 21.67
Ribs, Jan.
$12.82
May 11.82

the is termed, will endure bravely and patiently
agonies which a strong man would give way under.
The fact is women are more patient than they ought
to be under such troubles.
Every woman ought to know that she may obtain
the most experienced medical advioe free of charge
. and In absolute confidence and privacy by writing to
the World's Dispensary Medical Association, R. V.
Pierce, M. D., President, Buffalo, N. Y. Dr. Pierce

If there are any sacrifices' men make
lh marrying, women never mention
them.

Dec. 1st.
Opening Evenings After

Chicago,

Weak Woman

The many and varied
forth in Plain English
revised and
receipt of 31 one-ce-

Chicago Sheep Market.
Sheep 20,000 weak;, native $3.50
5.50;' western $3.7505.40; yearlings
$6.257.30; lambs, native $5.608.25;
western $5.758.25.

Don't Forget
we give FORY TURKEYS away the night of
Dec. 24th. We give a ticket with every 50o cash
purchase, the more you buy the more chances
you have of getting one of the FORTY

IF Gnu EB3&(3nmib)G3ii
Begins Dec 15th Ends Dec 31at
r

This means a clearance of all winter stuff at greatly reduced prices. See the other prices, Compare
them with ours, examine quality of our merchandise and you will see that it pays to trade here. Besides,
DON'T FORGET THE TURKEY TICKETS.. The store is in holiday attire. We have Installed a new light- ing system, making our store at night almost as light aa day.

.

GET YOUR TURKEY TICKET8
s

WOMEN'S AND MISSES TAILORED SUITS REDUCED.
We have about 35 Suits left, which we intend to clear before the season Is over as we do not Intend carrying any over to
next season.
$50.00
$45.00
$37.50
$35.00
$30.00

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

....?..?

$36.00
$33.00
$30.00
$27.50
$23.50

Suits
$22.50 Suits
$20.00 Suits

"...v....

in
'

$27.50 Dresses

$20.00

$17.50 Dresses"

Dresses

$18.50

$15.00

.........

$30.00 Dresses
$25.00

ft

.

$22.50

.....i. ..

A

$17.00

...... .

$15.00

.......

$13.50

Dresses

$11.75

We place our entire stock of women's and . misses skirts
all shades and at our price. Made
the store select any you want, then

on sale, about 200 of them, In
In the latest styles. Come to

take

pes cent

....

'

...

, ..

''

"

Long, Elacfc Drpy Coats, .tight fitting ,backs, .Satin lined,
button, trimmed r jplain, long light tan coats, fancy coats, mil' AlPat
.
i
special prices.
itary collars.
,

..

'

7

$30.00 Coats"
$25.00 Coats

322.50 Coats

V

$27.50

-- ,;
$20.00 Coats

$.23.00

$17.50

$19.00

$15.00

$16.50

$12.50

"

$35.00 Coats

4

............

'

.

GET YOUR TURKEY TICKET8.
.

,v

$15.00.
$13.50

Coats :
Coats
Coats
W

W.I

Fancy

weave

WOMEN'S,

?11.75

i.
'

r

$9.50

MISSES,

7

1-- 2

Outing Flannels per yard
per yard
per yard

1-- 2

....
8

Extra Special

We cannot mention in this small space all that
sale. When you coma to the store you will find a
gains than you looked for. We have on sale Laces,
Ginghams, Percales, Galateas 1Embroideries, Dress
U '
and Glove's.!

Clp

"THE

STORS

"

we

special

Silks, Dress Goods
Trimmings, Flannels

QUALITY

1c

per
25c

,
;

15

per cent off
10 per

cent

off

Outing Flannel Gowns, Pajamas, Woolen Hose, Sweaters,
Shirts, Capes, Hats, Shoes and underwear a,H greatly reduced

great many more bar1

,"'''

...

50c

Men's Suits, Men's Overcoats, Men's,
Trousers, Boys' Suite, Boy's Overcoats ..
;...;. 25 per cent off

HOLIDAY SPECIALS.

9c

have on

J.

to

B0Y8 & CHILDREN'S SHOES.

Entire Stock on Sale.
Fancy Shoes
......v
Plai n Shoes

5a
8o

value Daisy Cloth, Pink, Blue and White, Special

g!r'discount

IN THE MEN'S DEPARTMENT
You will find bargains everywhere.

I

12

off.

1-- 2

20 per cent

SPECIAL.
Baby ribbon, all shades, per yard
One lot of Ribbons, different colors, worth up
yard, BpecIaL per yard

1--

Outing Flannels

at

and

1-- 3

RIBBONS.

We offer our entire stock of Rlbsons

and

OSh;

!

cent Neckwear
..;.......;....'..IL!-80Phoenix Mufflers
50c
President Suspenders (In Holiday boxes
......" .'. ' 50c'
Lord & Taylor fancy Hosiery, Silk Lisles
500
QET YOUR TURKEY TICKET8.
.(.,
65

MISSES COATS 4 CLOAKS.
'
: ',- '

.

"

and
of all kinds, Velvets, Bearskins, Broadcloths,
mixtures, 2 2 years to 14 years at 25 per cent off.

:

'
One Let c! Skirts wcrili $7.59 'to $10 Special $5"
WOMEN'S

Children's Coats
Flannels

10c Outing Flannels,
12c Outing Flannels,

SKIRTS.

off 25

Embroideries

Before Mr. Bacharach sailed for Europe, he ran across a lot of embroideries, that had been countermanded by another house. He got the lot
at a bargain, the bargain goes to you. Read on:
a big assortment
Lot No. 1, regular 35, 40 and 50 cent embroideries,
28c
Special
40c
Lot No. 2, 60 and 75 cent values, Special
69c
Lot. No. 3, 85c and $1.00 values, Special
87c
Lot No. 5, $1.25 and $1.50 values, Special
DON'T MISS THIS.

a great variety of patterns,

$23.50

$27.50

Dr,esses

$17.00
$15.00
$13.50
$11.75

v.".'

DRESSES

ONE-PIEC- E

Dresses
$20.00 Dresses

$35.00

S18.5

$17.50 Suite
$15.00 Suits

WOMEN'S & MISSES SILK & FLANNEL

In the very newest styles and
'
:
i
cut as follows:

.a.,
.',

$25.00

Spsi

FURS.
We place our entire 'stock of Furs on sale at

n

75

c

.;..(''

n,

WAISTS GREATLY REDUCED.
'.Waists of all kinds, Lawns', Linens, Satins
and Silks '

per cent off.
One lot of Fancy

at

25

Colored Waists, worth 75c and
$1.00, Special 50c
One. lot worth $1.25, Special
no
stoj '
One lot Sample 'Tailored Walste; aU in good"
inussed

..j.V.i..

or soiled, worth

OnetoUf
peca

'irder,'

and $4.00, Special
Lace Waists, white and Ecru, worth"
up
....
$3.00

' '

'

$2.Z5

"to" $6.50.
$4.25.
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Christmas Setxson is
Here

Only 8 Shopping Days

and we are to the
front with our usual beau-- I
tiful line of Christmas

;

;

novelties- -

onsisUngr'of

Toilet CaWs, Military-Brushes, Albums, Work
'
Boxes, Post Card Albums
Smoker's Sets, Panel
Mirrors, Ink Stands, Col- lar and Cuff Boxes,
Tobacco Jars, Shaving
Sets, Jewel Boxes, etc.,
;
etc. In fact our
too numerous
in detail. Our
are
"? 'prices
rights call and
' " ' be convinced.
'

'Bridge Street

If yon
If you
If you
If you
If you
If you
If you
If you
If you

,

,;

Clothing bay it in Las Vegas.
Furniture buy it in Las Vegas.
Hardware buy it in Las Vegas.
Jewelry buy it in Las Vegas.
Dry Goods buy them in Las Vegas.
money deposit it in Las Vegas.
want a Home buy it in Jjas Vegas.
want a Piano buy it in Las Vegas.
need Groceries buy them in Las Vegas.

need
need
need
need
need
have

$245.00

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Glasgow, of
Colfax, N. M., were at El Dorado hotel today.
Harry W. Garberson was a visitor
in the city today from his home at
Hermit's Lodge.
J. Fred Fletcher of Nogales, Ariz,
visited the city today, registering at
the Castaneda hotel.
Roland Lynch was in the city today
at
from the
ranch, registering
the New Optic hotel.
Pedro Trujillo visited the city to- lay from Rociada, calling on local
merchants for supplies.
Is
Attorney Elmer E. Veeder
spending a 'few days at the Buena
Vista ranch at La Cueva.
Benigno Romero has returned from
a southern trip in the interest of his
business on the West Side.
A, D. Tuttle of Amarillo, Texas,
registers at the Central hotel as a
Teoent arrival in the Meadow City.
James Leonard drove in from Trout
Springs last evening, returning this
morning to his home in the canon.
Mike Hart, son of Mr. and Mrs. D.
H. Hart, arrived in the city this af--

T

NLY rich people
can afford to use
poor soap.

For this reason: Poor

soap contains an excess
of alkali which weakens

the fabric and shortens
the life of everything it

touches.
Rich people can stand

that sort of thing.
People who are not
rich should use Ivory

Soap for everything but
the coarsest, commonest
things that need to be
washed.

.Ivory Soap
99, Per Cent Pure

I

For a new "Crown" Rich Oak, $400.00 Piano, made
by The Geo. P. Bent Co., Chicago.

OPPOSITE Y.

EW8EMTIHIM.
Big Store

M. C. A.

Little Prices
EAST LAS VEGAS, N.

M

ternoon from Fulton, at which place
Mr. Hart Is operator and agent for
the Santa Fe company.
Assistant U. S. Attorney Herbert
W. Clark departed last evening for
Roswell to attend TJ. S. district
court.
D. F. Morlarity, who represents a
large plumbers' supply house In St.
Louis, was in the city today calling
on the local dealers.
W. D. Shea, traveling freight and
passenger agent for the Denver &
Rio Grande railroad, was, in the city
today 'from Santa Fe
S. C. Hall, the well known travel
ing salesman, was in the city today We Advise Early Selections.
from Trinidad in the interest of "the
Suggestion for
heavy goods" he represents.
M. Biehl boarded the Santa Rosa
Childrens.
stage this morning for Sanfa Rosa,
Marathon Coaster Raoer, $150
where he has been called to do some
extensive repair work on automoTeddy Bears and Dolls
biles.
Rag Dolls of all kinds
Iron Wagons and Toy Shoeflies
Mrs. S. P. Colby has returned from
Small Red Chairs and Rockers
Chicago where she has been in
Roller Skates and loe Skates
charge of the exhibit sent from' Las
Vegas to the Chicago irrigation con
gress.
Suggestions for Men and ,
S. R. Harowrth, well known
in
Women.
these parts among the commercial
men, was in the city today calling
Suspenders and Neckties
on the trade in th Interest of a DeTraveling Cases and Night Shirts
troit house.
Men's and Boys' Suspenders
E. R. Russell, chief clerk to F. J.
Ladies' Handkerchiefs and Gloves
Myers, superintendent of the Rio
Ladies' and Misses' Coat Sweaters
Grande division of the Santa Fe with
Fancy Kimonos and Silk
headquarters at San Marclal, was in
Petticoats.
the city today.
Ed Tomasker, Cleveland; William Our Best is Offered in Above
Lamb and wife, L. A. Jury. Denver;
Items.
and J. J. Burke, Lamar, Colo., are recent arrivals in Las Vegas registerEach Item is a Bargain.
ing at the Castaneda hotel.
J. P. Lewis ia a recent arrival in
the city from Columbia, Mo., and;
registers at La Pension hotel. Mr.
Lewis is a particular friend of Attorney W. G. Haydon of this city.
Miss Edna Swanson who has been
Opposite Wells, Fargo & Co. x
visiting in the city for the past two
months a3 the guest of her sister, Miss
Optic want ads bring results. Try
Tillie Swanson, departed this after- one.
noon, for her home in Kansas City.!
Louis Rosenback, Albuquerque; A.
J. Edwards and wife. Salt Lake, City,
John Richardson, Pueblo, and C. W.
Mlzpah and wife, Chicago, are re
cent arrivals at the New Optic, ho

Great December

Sac

X.

cms.

special attorney
of the department of Justice, with
headquarters at Albuquerque, reprein Indian
senting the government
depredation claims, was a visitor in
the Meadow City today. Attorney In
John J.
galls is a son of
Ingalls, of Kansas, now deceased.
Mrs. Edward Roblaon, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs, N. B. Roseberry of this
city, returned this afternoon to her
home at Wellington, Kans. Mrs. Rob
inson had intended to spend the
holidays in Las Vegas as the guest of
her parents, but was unexpectedly
f BRING THAT PHOTO IN AND called east and will spend the holiA
days in Iowa with Mr. Robinson's
,GET IT FRAMED FOR

Co.

yle

ed

1

4

--

4

1

.
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Mwphey s Drug btore,

g

East Las Vegas, N. M. Douglas Avenue.

)

For Less Money
If you are a stranger and do not ask credit
you are entitled to a discount.
If you are a resident and regular customer,
why should you pay our credit losses?
Our method after a year of trial 'pleases
all.
All prices lower, than ever, with 10 per
cent discount for cash, 5 per cent 30
days, 60 days net, not only today, this
week, or next, birtall the time.
Look at our line of Watches, Jewelry,
Clocks, Silver, and Silver Plate Lamps,
China and Brasg Goods.

It's a Crime
The wrst
to neelect your health.
is
neglect that you can be guilty of or
to allow constipation, biliousness
any Hver or bowel trpuble to continue.
enure Bymem
It is poisoning your
and may lead to a serious 'chronic dls-ease. iaKo duiuhuo uciuiuv uuu gci
absolutely well. The sure , cure for
ond all trouDieB 01 me aiumaca,.
liver and bowels. Sold by Center Block
;
o j
Depot JJrug .Co.,, j. ,.

...

-

,,When yoii

:r,

-

Gifts

FULL DINNER SETS
,

CHINA CUPBOARDS

.

COUCHES
ROCKERS
RUGS
,

ETC., ETC.

,:;(:

..

A
For the Children Dolls' Carts,
Wagons and Rockers.

n.

!

invite anyone to your
say, "Don't go to
always
they
house,
but
always expect
they
any trouble,"
ana win talk
to
trouble,
to
go
you
about it if you floni.

v

MOORRIS CHAIRS

J.

C.

Johnsen

&-S-

on

623 Douglas1 Ave.

n

t ri
Douglas Avenue

L MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED

f

( ft

,

Bmy Better Qoodls

FOUND AT OUR STORE

CHRISTMAS GIFT.

an-st-

ViJiiis

am sure you'll find some Articles to please
you from our varied assortment.

ft It

ARE '

Cliristmas is Near

get
Don't let that beautiful picture
so
bare
look
walls
soiled or your
when our pictures and picture
framing ate so cheap.
Our line is very complete, is
new,, and workmanship
excellent.
tiArt picture free: withour pCT
.Buy
mes and all toilet. articles,
articles fit
your Christmas , toilet,, you can
gifts,
Christmas
us for.
an art pictuget $1.00 for 50c and
free.
re or song

rr

euerptDirig at eastern prices

HIIHL

Xms

Ellsworth ingalls,

i

ooiiaay

J.

iC

'

tel

,

um

The nicest and largest assortment of
and Imported China ever displayed in the City.
A well selected line of Cut Glass.
Headquarters for Gift and Children's Books.
All the late Novels, Bibles and Prayer Books.
,
Elegant line of French Perfumes.
Christmas boxes of Fancy Writing Paper.
Clean and new line of Toys, Dolls and Games.
A sweet line of Gunthers and Huylers Candles
Silver and Ebony Comb and Brush Sets, Manicure
Sets, Shaving Sets and Mirrors, Collar and Cuff
boxes, Military Hair Brushes, Christmas Cards
and Booklets, Safety Razors, Sewing Baskets and
boxes. Good Cigars put up in Christmas boxes of
12 and 25 cigars.

The Most Practical

Las Vegas Undertaking
East Las Vegas, N. M.

JL

' ill

,

Baldwin Co. $350.00.

1TIH1E

D.

flii!

I

ujBigLineof
T T 4i 4

For anew "Monarch" Mahogany Piano made by the

'

.

.

Hand-Paint-

$19500

J. Leahy returned this afternoon from a trip to

0

i

:;r;::r.:

Buy Goods at Home and Help Build Up the Town

N, M.

Attorney W. O. Haydon returned
last evening from a trip to Chicago.
Nicholas Belllno, was In the city
today from his saw mill at Guada- -

vS

s. wv9

Lm

Do Not FaJl to Call sxnd See Our

I

Phone Main 3

Attorney

m

1

Bo a Lho Vcrjaa Booster

PERSONALS

U. S.

i

BUY IT IN LAS VEGAS

DRUG CO.

LAS VEGAS,

I

5

?

assort-xnentJi- s,

WINTERS

71

UNTIL CHRISTMAS

i

six

'"
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,

TELEPHONE
SUPPLANTS

For

Highest Quality

TELEGUAPII

1

AT

Brown Trading Go.'c
1
1
1
1

1
1

Good 2nd. Hand Open Runabout,
Good 2nd. Hand Open
Buggy,
Young Jersey Cow,' Cash or Easy Payments.
Good
old Horse, good size.
Saddle Ponny.
Durham Cow, just fresh.

$25.
$35,

at

ar

Phone Main OS. Bridge Street

i

Young man wants

WANTED

in store during the busy
ply Optic.

MEXICO

NEW

NEWS

to help

day.

Ap-

12-1- 8

,

For Sale

12-1-

,

For Rent

Miscellaneous

i

HANDKERCHIEFS and Hnena purStung For 15 Years
chased at - Farnham's, 712 Fifth
by indigestion's pangs trying many
street, stamped free.
doctors and $200.00 worth of medicine
In vain, B. F. Ayacue, of Ingleslde, N.
AN OPPORTUNITY FOR
C, at last used Dr. King's New Life
CITIZENS TO RECIPROCATE Pills, and writes they wholly cured
him. They cure constipation, bilious:..
ness, sick headache, stomach, liver,
fire
side
East
of
the
The members
kidney and bowel troubles.' 25c at all
S
department were busy today putting druggists.
out the window" cards advertising the
dance which will be given by the deSqmeone was telling, in the prespartment at the Duncan Opera house ence of a boyhow well behaved a
on Friday evening, December 31at. certain girl was. "It's easy for a girl
The cards aw neat and attractive and to be good," the boy said, "but a boy
should bring good results. When the can't do it"
members of the department begin sell'
ing tickets' every one 'should buy as
For A Lame Back
many tickets as possible as there Is
When you have pains or lameness
no money epent during the year for in . the back bathe the parts with
e better cause. The prompt and effi- Chamberlain's Liniment twice a day,
cient service of the East side fire de- massaging with the palm of the hand
for five minutes at each application.
partment certainly ia deserving of as Then dampen a piece of flannel
slightVe-of
:
Las
much support aa the people
ly with this liniment and bind it on
gas can afford to give it. There Ms over the seat of pain, and you may
, only one time during the year that be surprised to see how quickly the
. . fl
A ,
.1
v
- KHA
..Li
lameness disappears. For sale by all
uuuauuiia
uiq aaneuJ uj me 1113 jio- dealers.
to
be) hoped that
partmentx and it is
ach andVvery citizen and resident
es
, la making lots of
in Las Veffwlll inak,fe a a effort to money, out of hops." Joax "I didn't
raiine uie approyiig; nance on. De know, he was raising hops." Hoax
cember Slat, a bigger success both so- "Oh, yes; he has a frog farm."
'
'
cially and financially than. anydance Fillers
given in previous years. The fire boys,
eaeh and every one a volunteer, do . Foley's1 Kidney. Remedy will cure
'
fielr pert, and they do it faithfully and any case of kidney or bladder trouble
the reach of medithat la not
ourageously, so 1st the people of Laa cine. Curesbeyong
and irregularibackache
egaa show the boys that they ap- - ties that if neglected might result in
predate what has been done by the Bright's disease or diabetes. Red Cross
Drug Co. and O. G. fichaefer.
department this past year.
--
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Richard H. Hanna has been appointed territorial agent for the Onder-don-k
WANTED A clerk for a general
Livestock company of Lamy,
store, at once. Must be a good sales- Santa Fe county, of which T. W.
man, speak English and Spanish, Hanna ia
manager.
and have a thorough knowledge ot
the dry goods trade. Inquire at this
The territorial good roads commisoffice.
sion expects to at once begin conWANTED A man to do Janitor work. struction work on such portions of the
Call at the Las Vegas Hospital.
Silver
road for which
rights of way have been secured.
MEN LEARN BARBER TRADE
Short time
required; graduates
A case of smallpox is reported from
earn $12 to 130 week . Moler Bar- the
good roads camp between Thornber college, Los Angeles.
ton and Albuquerque, on the Santa
Scenic Highway and
the camp has been quarantined, stopping all work on the road.
FOR SALE House and lot Apply
616 Main street.
Captain Fred Fornoff, of the mounted police, yesterday arrested A. H.
FOR SALE Good match team, cheap. Gossett, accused of murdering Posthundred
Weight twelve
pounds master S. Conover at Lyden, Rio Areach. - Also wagon and harness. In- riba
,
county, on Saturday evening, at
quire J. Hunziker, City Hall.
Velarde, a settlement across the Rio
Grande from Lyden.
FOR SALE First-clas- s
National cash
register for sale cheap, easy terms.
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa, Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero, and
InqutreMdge Bar.
Territorial "Auditor W. ' G. Sargent,
FOR SALE Household furnishings yesterday, at the capitol in Santa Fe,
for sale at a bargain if taken at In accordance with the mandate of
once. Apply 1025 Fourth street
the law, destroyed $1,031,221.63 of
3
cancelled vouchers paid during the
fiscal year that ended on November
FOR SALE Legal blanks ot all de- 30, 1903.
scriptions. Notary seals and records
at The Optlo office.
,
Because he failed to file proof of
Territorial
Engineer
publication,
OLD newspapers lor sale at The Op-ti- e
has
L.
the
Sullivan
Vernon
rejected
10
a
bundle.
cents
office,
application of Narciso Sanchez y
l
Medina, of Roy, Mora county, for
2.352 second feet of the flow of the
Red River to have been diverted by
furnished a dam 30 feet
RENT Five-rooFOR
long upon the desert
house. Furnished rooms with bath,
of the applicant.
entry
618
Call
$1.60 per week and up.
Grand. Phone Main 428.
The following appointments In the
forest service have heed recommended for the forests in District No. 3:
W. E. Carter, forest guard, : Alamo;
MACHINE and, hand sewing done Henry Woodrow, forest guard, Gila;
reasonably. 712 Fifth street
W. W. Day, forest guard, Choctaw-hatcheG. A. Copley forest guard,
EXCELLENT Table
board, home
R. J. Gilleland, forest guard,
Prescott;
712
meal.
Fifth
cooking, 25c per
D. Stephens, forest clerk,
R.
Tonta;
street.
Choctawhatchee.

'V.

"Electrically lavish" is the musical
comedy "Three Twins" which appears
at the Duncan opera house on the
night of January 4. An electrical
staff of four men, including a chief
electrician, is an important part of
the company, and the numerous illuminated displays in the production require their constant attention.
The chief electrical feature la a gigantic
and swine.
which Is rendered brilliant by 1,200
colored bulbs. The placing of thl3
great piece of stage mechanism.
weighing three tons. Into position, requires the exertion of nine men tnr
space of about four hours Its dis
mantling about the, same amount of
nuiv. lra aciuai use on the stage is
for a little over one minute, which ia
an illustration of the vast pains-takinexertions put forth by modern
amusement enterprlaea.
The "faceograph" is another dob- ular element In the list of things elec
trical. By means of a comnlicated
system of lights and mirrors, the fea- v,.. uuc ui me
prettiest or tne
chorus girls are reflected on a rear
"drop", vastly enlarged and with the
tinta of her complexion exactly portrayed. On the sheet the girl Is seen
to smile, pout or roll her
eyes, her
lips moving with the words ' of the
song "The Girl Up There." The cho
rus girl In question has to Insert her
head upside down within a small
compartment, wherein are powerful
reflectors. The electrical power of
150 amp. Is
required for the faceograph, equal to the light force of
300 sixteen candle
power lamps.
merry-go-roun-

Laa Vcgaa
Leading Feed and Grain Store
Help Wanted, Etc.
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PATCHING

COMEDYMMINfl SOON

"

use

SANTA FE RAILWAY ADOPTS NEW
METHOD OF TRAIN DIS-- i

ROLLICKING

.

What Shall We Have For Dessert 7
Try JELL-O- , the dainty, appetizing,
economical dessert Can he prepared
Instantly simply add boiling water
and serve when cool. Flavored Just
right; sweetened Just right; perfect
in every way. A 10c package makes
enough dessert for a large family.
All grocers sell it Dont accept sub
stitutes. JELL-- - complies With all
Pure Food Laws. 7 flavors: Lemon,
Orange, Raspberry, Strawberry, Chocolate, Cherry, Peach.
O

Most people are willing to spend
an effort to win a $5 prize---"

$50 in

r

'Exposure to Wet, dampness and
cold, invariably results in a sudden
chill, which it not attended to imme
diately will cause a cold. By mixing
a teaspoonful of Perry Davis' Painkiller in half a glass of warm water
or milk, the whole system will be
heated and the danger of cold avoided.
Avoid substitutes, there is but one
Painkiller, Perry Davis'. Price 25c,
due

ana

sue.

When a doctor gets sick he pro
ceeds to knock his own game. .
.

Most housekeepers are.Psing

OLD

SYSTEM

IS

DOOMED

Several Divisions Already Equipped
With Latest Apparatus for Handling
Business and Work is Being Rapidly Extended Why the Change was
Made, Its Advantages and Its Results.
The

K C

e
ment over the
Baking Powders and a fine economy in any
household. K C costs less, works
'
better.
old-styl-

-

A modest actress should avoid ap
pearing in a threadbare play. "
Rich Men's Gifts Are Poor
beside this: ' "I want to go on record
as saying that I regard Electric Bit
ters as one ot the greatest gifts that
God has made to woman," writes Mrs.
O. Rhinevault, of Vestal Center, N. Y.
'I can never forget what It has done
for me." This
glorious medicine
gives a woman buoyant spirits, vigor
ot body and Jubilant health. It quick-l- y
cures nervousness, sleeplessness,
Jielsncholy, headache, backache, taintin? and dizzy spells; soon builds up
the weak, ailing and sickly. Try them.
otc at all divggists.

Within a short time the Santa Fe
Ralway company will begin the equipment of its entire ayatem with telephone apparatus for train dispatching
purposes. With the installation of
the telephone circuits the telegraph
system will be entirely eliminated, except for the transmission of long dis
tances messages. Already the lines
between Kansas City and Newton,
Kansas, and Gainesville to Temple,
Texas, have been equipped with the
telephone system, and the work of
installing the apparatus on the line
between Newton and Arkansas City
is now under way. By the end of
the year, it la, stated that more than
half of the Santa Fe system will have
been equipped with telephones, practically the wntire part of the road west
of Newton now being operated by the
use of the aystem.
When asked regarding the conven
ience and superiority of the telephone
circuits over the telegraph systems, H.
W. Sharp, general superintendent of
the fanta Fe lines at Newton, Kansas,
said:
"For more than a year the Santa Fe
system has been engaged in the installation of telephone apparatus for
the transmission of train orders, the
system having first bee-- given a thor
ough teat in the dry climate of Colorado, After the experiments in dif
ferent parts of the country, the offi
cials became convinced that the use
of these Instruments was not only a
time-savebut eliminated many of the
Inconveniences and defects of the tele
graph system.
"The first telephone system was
installed by the road In June, 1908.
The company used the ordinary tele
phone instrument which is much
different from the improved appara
tus now in use, for at that time no
apparatus especially adapted to railroad work had ccme into use.
"When it was realized that the experiment waa a success, the lines
were gradually 'extended over other
parts of the aystem until at the first
of this month the road had more
than 1,200 miles of telephone disThe
patching circuits in operation.
introduction of the system on the
Pacific coast was especially watched
with interest because of the 'fact that
the telegraph has been used through
the fog districts along the coast only
with the greatest difficulty, but a
complete test of the system entirely
remedied the handicaps under which
the road had labored there.
"In the operation ot trains, time
is the one thing which must receive
the greatest consideration, and this
more than any thing else served to
bring about the use of the telephone
In the use of
aystem by the road.
the telegraph system, the dispatcher
has always been compelled to trans
mit his messages with only about onethe rapidity that
eighth or
.

r,

one-tent- h

MY

DOCTOR

-

MIGHTY

FINE

Mrs. flattie Cain of Carrsvillc
Thinks ail the More of Her
Doctor Since He Advised
After Eating
Her to Take Cardui.
Feeling
j
'

A man always thinks he can do better than he does do.

For That Dull
I have used Chamberlain's Stom
ach and Liver Tablets for some time,
and can testify that they have done
me more good than any tablets I have
ever used. My trouble was a heavy
dull feeling after eating. David Freeman, Kempt, Nova Scotia. These tab
lets strengthen the stomach and im
prove the digestion. They also regulate the liver and bowels.
They
are far superior to pills but cost no
more. Get a free sample at all dea
lers and see what a splendid medicine
It la.
The critic with a
is a Jaw forever.

Carrsville, Ky. "My doctor," writes
Mrs. Hattie Cam, "who advised ,ne to
take Cardui, for my troubles, is a mighty
fine doctor, and I say God bless Cardui
and the people who make
"Before I toolc Cardui, I suffered with
female troubles for sixteen years. I
would have to send for a doctor every
three month, and ohl how dreadfutlyl
suffered!
"I would cramp and have convulsions
and it looked like I would die. "At last 1

it

took Cardui and oht what a surprisel I

found it was the medicine for mel
disordered ljver
"From the first bottle, I began to mend
and now 1 am well, can do more work,

Looking One's Best

It's a woman's delight to look her

bvpt, but pimples, skin eruptions, sores
and boils rob life of Joy. Listen! Buck

leys Arnica Salve cures them; makes
the skin soft and velvety. It glorifies

can walk and go where I please and it
don't hurt me, and 1 owe it all to Cardui."
Cardui helps sick women back to
health. It has been doing this for over
50 years. It is not a laxative, or a heart
or kidney medicine it is a woman's
medicine.
If you are a woman, try it
N. R Write tr: Ladies' Advisory Dept. CTiiff.

the face.' Cures pimples, sore eyes,
sores, cracked Hps, chapped
ooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Tenn.. for Special
hands. Try it Infallible for piles. Initractionx.
and
book. Horns Treatment
25c at an druglsta.
for Women, teat ia puis wraprtr, oa request. jL,
cold

v

Made from pure, carefully tested
materials. 'Get a can on trial
You never saw such cakes
and biscuit They'll open
your eyes.
.

doomed.

,

Baking Powder these days. A single
trial shows it to be a great improve-

'til

is

operator-dispatche- r

old-tim- e

25 Ounces for 23 Cents

Guaranteed
under all
Par Food Laws)
he can express himself verbally. No
matter how great the rush may be,
he must be absolutely accurate in his
work, for the operation of trains does
not permit of a single mistake. Ab
solute elimination of mistakes has

been the one great nnited effort on
the part of the railway officials ot
this country since the first line was
built. This effort has been, largely
responsible for the delay in the in
auguration of the telephone for train
dispatching purposes, because to effect a change in the mode of handling trains would entail a certain
amount of risk, and risk in railroad
ing is always to ba avoided when there
is no good and sufficient reason for
assuming it.
"The principal thing which brought
about the change, however, was the
fact that the dispatcher was enabled
to gain important information, and
instantaneous descriptions of matters
which required his attention with a
speed limited only to the rapidity of
human utterance, and which before
were transmitted by him by a series
of long and disjoined queries and
With the use o the tele
replies.
phone the dispatcher is enabled to'
talk directly with the conductor in
charge of the trains, or with tha man
who has brought the information to
a wayside station that an accident has
occurred, thus gaining information In
three times less time than is required by the use of the tetegraph
system.' The train crew to whom an
accident oeeurs at a email siding, during the night time when no one Is at
the depot, is not required to search
the neighborhood to locate the operator to inform the dispatcher of their
trouble and get relief, but may go
directly to the station and fully in
form him of the situation, saving
possibly an hour or 'more, ' wfclch
would have been spent in locating
the operator and getting him to the
depot.
"By the use of the telephone the
dispatcher is relieved ot the wearisome and aggravating method ot calling the operator by a series of letters
used to designate his station. There
is established in each office along the
line on the same circuit with the
telephone, a small Instrument called
the selector. Connected with this selector is also a small electric hell
which Is operated by a cell or battery
close by. On the dispatcher's desk is
located a board containing a number
of buttons, ach button being connected with or designated by a station
which ia intended to call, when it is
pressed. By merely touching a button
the selector in a station with which
It is connected, is made to ring, continuing to do so as long as the button
is pressed. To further aid the opera
tion of the arrangement,
the dispatcher' Is enabled to hear the ringing
of the apparatus in his receiver, and
Ihereby knows that the hell is ringing. The selectors at no other station
are ringing by this action.
"This in itself is a
device, for it has been found that a
much quicker response is received to
the ringing of the bell than was the
custom when a telegraph instrument
feebly ticked off the call. A. further
advantage lies in the fact that a call
may be made over the 'line by means
of the button while a conversaion is
still being carried on, no interference occurring whatever to the conversation.
"If an operator at a station wishes
to communicate with the dispatcher,
he simply removes the receiver from
the hook and placing it to his ear,
ascertains- whether the line is In use.
If there is an opening for him, he
calls the name of his station to which
the dispatcher replies by saying "dispatcher." If it is for the purpose of
reporting the passing of a train, it is
done in less than
the time
required by the use of the telegraph
Instrument
"In the giving of train orders, the
dispatcher spells out the names of
all stations, the numbers of all
trains,
the numbers of engines and the time'
.

time-savin-

at which they are supposed to- arrive
The order is
at certain stations.
written by both the dispatcher and
the operator at the same time, and
is sent as rapidly as it can be tran-

scribed n long hand by them. This
method entirely eliminates the old
method of sending an order to an
operator and then the dispatcher
transcribing it as it is reported to him
by the operator. This is one of the
additional points which aids absolute
accuracy in the transmission of train
orders.
,
"The apparatus used by the operator is exceedingly simple, being
either an ordinary desk teleplfone and
receiver attached to a headband,
which later device leaves the opera-- ,
tor with both hands absolutely free
at all times, or in crowded offices, a
breast transmitter such as is used by
telephone operators in telephoning
exchanges is used instead. Under the
system, wrecking crews are provided
with a portable telephone which can
be connected
with the dispatcher's
wire at any point along the line, and
established
instant communication
with him in cases of emergency.
"In Just such instances as this is
where a real practical demostration
of the effectiveness of the telephone
system manifests itself. The dispatcher is enabled to get details quickly,
and decide immediately upon his remedial measures.
"The Santa Fe system has found
that the use of the telephone relieves
the dispatcher of the necessity of op.
perating trains through the medium
of a large number of telegraph opera
tors of varying ability. It tends to
place the dispatcher in closer personal relations with his men situated
along the line, and effects a greater
degree of harmony between them in
their work.
"While I am not inclined to be revolutionary, and do not take kindly to
innovations without due consideration
of their merits, I have reached the
conclusion that it is only a matter of
time until every railroad will have
equipped their dispatcher's Office with
telephones, and the Morse instrument
is entirely displaced."
A

Foley's Honey and Tar cures coughs
quickly, strengthens the lungs and expels colds. Get the genuine in a yellow package. Red Cross Drug Co. and
O. O. Schaefer.

ANNUAL MEETING,
NEW MEXICO.

Educational

g

Association,
Roswell, NJI.
Dec. 28 to 30. 1909

.

Tickets on sale Dec. 26 to
29 Inc. 1909.
Good to Return Dec. 31, '09

Fa.re for the Round
Trip

one-tent- h

RvW.HOYT,
Agent

i

v at
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KOO'iTZ V1LL

RBUIN

GENERAL;

FREIGHT AGENT

being changed from 12:20 p. m. to 1:45
p. cl, the time on which No. 2 arrive i
here at the present time.
R. B. Holmes, late of Santa Fe, N.
LOSS OF APPETITE OR DISTRESS
M., where he haa been employed aa a
AFTER EATING SYMPTOMS ,
has
machinist in an automobile garage,
THAT SHOULD NOT BE
accepted a position in the local shops

himimi-

cause

DECLINES PROMOTION
SISTANT TRAFFIC

TO

AS-

MAN-

AGER
i

PREFERS

PRESENT POSITION

Popular Santa Fe Official, well Known
all Over System Likes Topeka
and Does not Care to Move to ChicagoOther Items of Interest in
Railroad World.
'

It has Just been announced through

George T. Nicholson, vice president In
charge of the traffic department of
the Santa Fe system, that James R.
Koontz, general freight .agent of the
Santa Fe, with headquarters In To
peka, declined the office of assistant
freight, traffic manager of the system
on account of Ms liking for the west,
Not long ago when J. E. Gorman,
traffic manager, decided to take up
the position of vice president of the
Rock Island, there were many rumors
as to who would would succeed Mr.
Gorman .in his position. Many namea
were mentioned among them being J,
R. Koontz of Topekij, who is one of the
best equipped railroad men in the
west today When the appointment
was finally, made and F. B. Houghton,
assistant freight traffic manager at
Chicago took' up the position, there
was a email rumor to the effect that
Mr. Koontz of Topeka had been ten.
dered the position but had refused.
This rumor could not be substantiated
until the arrival of Vice- - President
Nicholson and he explained it with the
following words:
"Mr. Koontz declined the appoint
ment as assistant freight traffic man
ager at Chicago because he chose to
remain In Topeka," said the vice presl ly.
dent "We would have liked to have Fireman. Greenwood, is a new fixhim In Chicago but the appointment ture among the fireman on- the Raton
was subject to Mr. Koontz'S accept division, having made his maiden trip
ance or refusal. The office in Chica- to this city yesterday on engine No.
go would offer many opportunities but 926. Fireman Ogilble is also a new
I can see where the decision made by employe out of the Gate city, making
Mr. Koontz was in many ways a wise his initial appearance before the furone. The work of the general freight nace on engine No. 924.
Conductor Donnelly .brought in a
agent in Topeka is really more attrac
tive than that of the assistant freight baggage car from Wagon Mound yes
traffic manager. In Topeka, Mr. terday afternoon which met with an
Koonts la in touch with every mile of accident
to this
while enroute
tha Santa Fe and the work general. city on No. 1. The baggage car had
'
In Chicago it would be necessary to a draw bar pulled out whtcH
do considerable office work. The po- train No. 1 several hours. The car
sition does not give a man as broad will.be repaired here after which it
a field on the system.
will be absent to Barstow, Calif, for
"Then I might Bay that change in service.
Mr. Koontz's office at this time would
Edward Dowling, trainmaster at Ra
not be very preferable to the officials ton; A. McCready, road foreman of en
of the road. This official has effected gines out of Raton; William Nye, ena feeling .of mutual interest and co- gineer between Raton and La Junta;
operation between the railroad and the John Reed, conductor between Raton
jeoplei of Kansas and the southwest and La Junta, and L. Bogue,
which Mr. Ripley hopes for."
between Raton and La Junta,
When approached on the matter Mr arrived in the city last evening, on
Koontz expressed hte appreciation of train No. 9 to attend a meeting here
the work in Topeka and said that in today (n the. interest of the new standthe west arid in Topeka he was in ard book of rules, which was held in
close touch with the towns and the the offices ' of Superintendent J. M.
people all over the Santa Fe lines. He Kurn.
stated further that he was comfortThe Santa. Fe is advertising exten
ably situated and the work of his of- sively in eastern newspapers, telling
fice was in smooth running order. "As homeseekers of what the . west and
the traffic department is the business southwest hasi to offer, and New Mexdepartment of a railroad its appoint- ico is in line for considerable gain
ments are not mandatory and as I feel from the railroad's efforts to bring
that my work is properly in the west I settlers to the country through which
have decided to stay in Topeka for it operates. A recent , issue of the
the present,'.' said Mr. Koontz.
Chicago Tribune contained a large advertisement of this kind, calling attention to Kansas, Colorado, OklaRAILROAD NOTES
New Mexico,
Arizona
John Stein, superintendent of the homa, Texas,
Mexico
New
is
California.
and,
given
Harvey system, returned last evening
C. L. Seagraves,
considerable
space!
Trinidad.
from
colonization agent, says the adver
Engineer. J, R. Kirk, has reported
is bringing many inquiries to
tising
No.
1218,
relieving
for duty on engine
the
road, which Indicates to him that
'
,
Engineer Bryan.
rush this winter and next spring
the
in
recent
employe
A. L. Shaffer U a
will surpass all previous years.
the service of the Santa Fe company
at this, place, as locomotive firemani
"The best Baking Powder' at any
The turntable at the local shops .waa
price" is the verdict of those who try
out of commission for most of the day K
C Baking Powder. Pure and wholeyesterday having its bearings over- some. Saves you 30 cents on a pound
can.
hauled.
J. B. Floyd, foreman of the local
You can't flatter a homely woman
Btock yards, was kept busy yesterday
by
telling her she is clever unless she
in
cat'
use
for
unloading a car' of hay
'
"
isn't.
tie feeding at the yards.
Conductor Bruce and crew were
sent east yesterday on a Maxwell turn
to bring in a coal train, as were also
Conductor Hereford and crew .
Engineer Kammer and Fireman
I t S Cueareta and feel like a new man. I hara
a enSerer f jot dyepepeia and eour atoiaaca
Chowan are again back at their duties teen
been tamni meal.
fertile last (wo yean. 1
Enon engine No. 1205, 'bumping
3afee.rts ta
fora ihort time. Iwill recommend
an
BT frlemla aa the oniy thing for lndieeation
gineer Bailey and Fireman Vogel.
and to keep the bowel. In food
Soar etomaca
to
eat."
and
nice
are
very
' They Harry
Wm. Shattock traveling freight
Manes
Chunk. Pay
Stuekley,
&
passenger agent for the Baltimore
Best. For
Ohio Southwestern railway, company,
'
tieJ The Dowels
arrived in the city last evening from ft"
.
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road-mast-

Appetite is Just a natural desire of
the system for food necessary to replace natural body waste. Loss of
appetite or stomach distress after eating indicates indigestion or dyspepsia.
is a habit very dangerous
to a person's good general health, and
insatiable appetite la a common symptom of diabetes.
"
It is not what you eat but what you
digest and assimilate that does you
good. Some of the strongest, heaviest
and healthiest persons are moderate
eaters.
There is nothing that will create
sickn'ess or cause more trouble than a
disordered stomach, and many people
daily contract serious maladies simply
through disregard or abuse of the
stomach.
We urge every one suffering from
any stomach derangement, indigestion or dyspepsia, whether acute or
chronic, to try Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets, with the distinct understanding
that we will refund their money with
out question or formality, if after
reasonable use of this' medicine they
are not satisfied with tha results. We
recommend them to our customers ev
ery day, and have yet to .hear of any
one who has not
benefited by
them.
We honestly believe Rexall Dyspep
sia Tablets jto be without equal, They
are made from the prescription, of a
physician who devoted his time to the
study and treatment of stomach trou
bles. They give very prompt ' relief,
stimulating the secretion of gastric
juices, strengthen the digestive organs, aid to good digestion and ass!
milatlon, regulate the bowels,, and
promote nutrition.
We urge you to try a
box of
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets, which give
15 days' treatment. At the end of that
time your money will be returned to
you if you are not satisfied. Of
course, In chronic cases length of
treatment varies. For such cases we
have two larger sizes, which sell for
50 cents and. $1.00. Remember you
can obtain Rexall Remedies in East
Las Vegas only at - our store, The
Rexall Store. E. G. Murphey.
Over-eatin-

,
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QaatraUd by
HARRISON FISHER
$1.50

the noted authority. Free to users of
K C Baking Powder.
Send the certificate front a 25 cent
can of K C Baking Powder and this
notice to Jaques Mfg. Co., Chicago. If
you haven't tried K C Baking Powder,
order from your grocer now. You
"will . be more than pleased and . dev
lighted with ."The Cook's. Book."

A RA.H
Famous Palmist, Clairvoyant and
,

Medium

v

JOSEPH VANCE

LOUI

This h a riming, thrilling story tf
tdvetture sni t hotel tit tutbtr tf
tht trimcndout) ftfulor "BRASS
BOWL" 4t hit kit.
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HOLIDAY, BOOKi
For 1909, ,

FISHER
ILLUSTRATED

$130

Their Hearts,
The Island
The Title
Desire,
Market
of Regent
By FRANCES) FOSTER PERRY
This is the ideal book of the year for
Holiday giving. Jf you see it you it
lute u; tf you read ti, you u

By EMILY POST
M

j,

.t

j

il.t 'rr

"f.

f

mil tmrtt

V

ufe-uk-

after the carries a title.

..

$150

ILLUSTRATED

AT

ALL

s0

Boxed. Nat $2.00

An American toSege girl alone tn a desert
island with a twentieth tenturj tevage; kitartling
plot, splendidly worked tut.

.

ILLUSTRATED

-

.

$L50

BOOKSELLERS

DODD, MEAD AND COMPANY Publishers, NEW YORK CITY
'.
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'

.
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San Geronimo, thence S. 36 degrees
E., 8 chains, thence S. 42 degrees 30
mln. E 19 chains, thence N. 83 deg
rees 30 mln. E 10 chains, thence N.
35 degrees E., 5 chains, thence N. 88
degrees E., 9 chains, thence N. 80
degrees E., 13 chains, thence N. 51
degrees E., 12 chains thence N. 58
degrees E., 3 chains,, thence N. 68
degrees E., 15 chains, thence N. 75
degrees 30 mln. E. 15 chains, thence
N. 71 degrees 30 mln. E., 6 chains,
thence N. 56 degrees E., 12 chains,
thence N. 36 degrees E., 8 chains,
thence N. 24 degrees.' E.,: 6 chains,
thence N. 23 degrees E., 8 chains,
thence N. 21 degrees 30 miu. E., 82
chains, thence N., 2' degrees W., 8
chains, thence N.- 21 degrees W., 8
chains, thence N. 34 degrees W.,l 5
chains, thence N. 53 degrees W 12
chains, thence' N. 87 degrees 30 mln.
W., 32 chains, thence S., 37 degrees
W. 57 chains to the Northwest corner
of the ranch of Charles Leibschoer,
thence E. along the northern boundary of the said Lelbschner ranch, a
distance of 18 chains and 6 links to
the' Northeast corner of said ranch,
thence south along ' the Eastern
boundary of said Lelbschner ranch a
distance of 800 yards to the Southeast
corner of said ranch, thence. W. along
the Southern boundary of said Lelb
schner Tanch, a distance of 18 chains
and 6 links to the place of beginning.
Also a tract of land situated about
three miles southwest of the Town
of Las Vegas and south of and adjacent to the road leading from Las
Kearney's
through
Gap to San Ger6ffiTfIor'fETif5cS1o1
land being situated in San Miguel
comity, New Mexico, bounded as follows: (On the South by lands of
Stephen Neafus, formerly of Pablo J.
Jaramlllo, said southern boundary
being marked by a wire fence, separating this land from the Neafus land,
on the east by the top of the Creston
running from Kearney's Gap to the
Romerovllle Gap, on the north by the
Public Road running from Las Vegas
to San Geronimo, on, the west by the
top of the Creston Just west of the
Lake located on the northwest corner
of said land and running south along
the top of said Creston to the Gap of
Ojos Fnos.
W. E. GORTNER.
Veeder & Veeder, Las Vegas, N. M.
Attorneys for Plaintiff.
.

A girl who is always talking about
marrying, usually keeps it up after
she becomes old and toothless. There
scheme equal to
Is no
a poor girl marrying a rich man. But
it's hard to do. '

Pneumonia'
"In treating pneumonia," says Dr.
W. J. Smith, of ' Sanders," Ala., "the
only' remedy I use for the lungs la
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. While,
of course, I would treat other symptoms with different medicines, I have
used this remedy many times in my
medical practice and have yet failed
to find a case where it has not controlled the trouble. I have used it
myself, as has also my wife for
coughs and colds repeatedly, and I
most willingly . ana cheerfully recommend it as superior to any other
cough remedy to my knowledge."
For sale by all dealers.
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LIVER SYRUP
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-
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first.
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Are You Thinking
of Buying

j

r
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Optic,
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Ads
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for all stomach troubles Undieestion, dysoeDsia. heartburn, eas In the stomach, ba
breath.sick beadache.torpid liver, biliousness and habitual constipation. Pleasant to take.
M

Hit

BT O. U. BCnAEFEK ANu RED CROSS

.VvJ

Alone In Saw Mill at Night
unmindful of dampness, drafts, storir,
or cold, W. J. Atkins worked as nigh,
watchman, at Banner Springs, Tenn. V
Such exposure gajre him a severe cold
that ' settled on his lungs. At last he
had to glveup-- ' work. He' tried many
usea
ti ii
remedies- - but all f a
r. mng s ftew Discovery. Yn f f
using one Dottle," he writes.. ."I went
back to work as well as ever." Severe
stubborn
colds,
coughs, inflamed
throats and sore lungs, hemorrhages,
croup and whooping cough get quick
relief and prompt cure from this glorious medicine. 50c
Trial
bottle free, guaranteed by all druggists.

Physicians Advise

Mon-slme-

n

it

remains due thereon up to tk"date
of sale the sum of Six Thousanu Sr
Hundred Twenty-Eigh- t
Dollars and
Sixteen Cents ($6628.16), exclusive of
costs of sale.
Now therefore notice is hereby given that the undersigned as Special
Master, will on Thursday, January
20th, A. D. 1910, at 10 o'clock a. m.,
of said day, at the' east door of the
Court House in .the County of San
Mieuel, New Mexico, expose for sale
Broken hearts cut no Ice In the
and sell to the highest bidder for
coroner's
verdict.
said
the
cash,
mortgaged premises,
which premises are described as folFor Eczema, Tetter and Salt Rheum
lows:
All that parcel of land, with' the
.. The intense itching characteristic
of these ailments is almost instantly
Improvements thereon, known as the
Lorenzo Lopea homestead, situated
allayed by Chamberlain's Salve. Many
In the Town of Las Vegas, San Misevere cases have been cured by it.
For sale by all dealers.
guel County, New Mexico, on ; the
south side of Moreno street, bound'-- '
on the north by Moreno street, on the
south by property of Enrique H.
formerly of Dlonlcio Gonzales,
r the use of a
on the west by property of H. C.
goodlaxative, to keep the bowels open and prevent the poisons of undigested
and oil the east by property of food from gettinginto your system,
Secundlno Romero.
ine latest product of science is VELVO Laxative Liver Syrup, purely vegetable, gentle,
Also fifty varas of land lying on reliable and of a pleasant, aromatic taste. Velvo arts nn ttw iiv-- .
wii a n h
stomach
and bowels, and is of the greatest possible efficacy in
the west side of the Galllnas river, in
constipation, Indigestion,
sick
headache, feverishness, colic.flatuleace. etc. Try
the County of San Miguel, New Mex biliousness,
VF1
ico, and, south of the Town of Las
Vegas, bounded on the north by prop
erty of Felix Martinez, on the souths
by Epimenia Lopz de Delgado, on
the west by t!,i road leading- to Ro-raeroville, and on the east by the Gal
llnas river.
4
of the
Also the. Northwest
Northeast
the North 2 of the
4
and- the .Southwest
Northwest.
of the Northwest
of Section 12,
Township 6 North of Range 21 East
of New Mexico Meridian, in New
160
Mexico
containing
Territory,
acres. Said land, being located In
'
Guadalupe county, New Mexico.
Also a tract of land enclosed within a wire fence, situated at Los OJos
Frlos in the County of San Miguel,
New Mexico, said land being known
as the ranch of Juan Lucero, and also
as the Herrera ranch, which tract of
land measures 3000 yards from north
to south at both ends, and 800 yards
A HOUSE? A LOT? AHORSE?
from east to west at both ends, and
is bounded as follows, on the north
AN AUTOMOBILU A EUSI,
'
the top of the moustain Del Amole,
NESS?
A MUSICAL LVSTKU
on the south the foot of the hill, on
the east the lands of Ramon TJlibarrl,
MENT? . You wlfl serve you own
and on the west the lands of Petra
?
"interest by cocsafih,?
Archibeque.
Also a tract of land containing 530
acres situated west of the Town of
Aena Zarca, San Miguel County, New
.
Mexico, described as follows: Commencing at the southwest corner of
the ranch of Charles Lelbschner,
thence- running south 75 degrees W.
41 chains to three pine trees along
the road leading from Las Vegas to
skell, wh-Sal-aza- r,

f

It Hn't death" that scare men; it is1
the suffering and neglect that pre

LAXATIVE

Without asking a question and be
fore you can utter a word, this wonderful gentleman calls you by name,
gives facts figures, dates, tells you
of your secret troubles and how to
remedy them, in fact tells you every
thing. Gives infallible advice on all
the affairs of life. Make no mistake.
When about to undertake anything of
advice
Importance, get KARAH'S

AT

By CYRUS

eration

WVC

X.

ind power
Jmtritan women. A e
Ameriitn heirtu
an
the
of
lift
of
ful presentation
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Do yon use Baking Powder? Don't
fall, to get a copy of "The Cook's
Book" a . fine collection of special
recipes by Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill,

By- -

niiutrmted by HARRISON

bn

urcuu,
uui utd umu (. want LO go,
and I Just thought I'd make him."
Need we add that the parties were afterwards divorced?'

SEVEN

,

This it the test tilling novel in America.
or 'give tbtm at
Jfjn read novels,
want it.
will
frttntt, jon
naturally

NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE
Whereas in a certain action pending in the District Court of San Miwherein
guel County, New Mexico,
the Aetna Building Association was
plaintiff, and Jose L. Lopec, Carlota
U. de Lopez and Mary M. Lopez were
defendants, said cause being No. 6980
upon the docket of said court, said
action being a suit to foreclose a certain mortgage upon the property
hereinafter described, the said plaintiff did on the 1st day of May, A. D.
1905, recover judgment against the
said defendants for the sum of Seven
Thousand and Seventy-Fiv- e
Dollars
($7075.00),. together with an attor
ney's fee of Three Hundred Dollars
with interest on said
($300.00),
amounts from said 1st day of May,
1905 until paid, and
Whereas, It wag in and by said
Judgment and decree provided that
in the event the said defendants
should not pay off and discharge the
said judgment within - ninety days
from the data thereof, together with
all Interests and costs of suit, that
then the undersigned, as Special Master should proceed to sell tha mortgaged premises hereinafter described
for the purpose of making the amount
of said Judgment, and interest and
costs of suit and sale, and '1
Whereas, the said Aetna Building
Association did on the 1st day of July,
A certain Las Vegas woman once A. D. 1905, sell and assign the said
Insisted on her husband attending a Judgment to John D. W. .Veeder and
and'
dance with her. "I didn't particular Elmer E. Veeder,
Whereas, the said Judgment has not

A WRITTEN GUARANTEE
'KARAH ie the only clairvoyant in
the world that will give you a writr
ten guarantee to teach you how to
fascinate any one you desire, how to
make , your enemies your friends,
cause a speedy and happy marriage
with the one of your choice, give you
good luck, remove . evil
Influences,
reunite the separated, develope mediums, locate the earth's buried treasures, settle the old estate that time
has placed beyond the
lawyer's
shrewdness, make you successful in
J. W. May, traveling freight andjiaswitn
CANDY CATHARTIC
your business, and positively - gives
senger agent for the Santa Fe
tfT
a written ' guarantee.
you
paseed
at Chicago,
headquarters
enrouta
To
all those calling this week I
evening
last
through the city
will give my $2.00 to gents $1.00, and
to Santa Fe.
Do Good,
Pleaaant. Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.60c.
Nevof ladies 50 cents.
sicken. Weaken or Gripe. 10c, 25c,
Another change in the new time Ne'er
aold In bnlk. The genuine tablet stamped CCO.
the
Hours 1 to 8 p. m. :
is
to ear or your money back.
1910,
1.
tjuaranteed
card effective January
Sterline Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 599
St. over Graaf A Hay-- "
Paso
Sixth
El
513i2
the
schedule of train No. 10,
AKSSJALSALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
ward'
thiB,city
in
Grocery.
arrival
of
train, the time

Sour Siomach

ER 15, 1909

By GEORGE BARR McCUTCHEON
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THE NEW BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS
Truxton King iSrk The F jc! of Flame

DISREGARDED

Brakeman Frank Naudstrom returned last evening from Freeport, 111.,
where he had been on the sad mission
of burying bis wife who died recently
at La Junta, Colo, of heart failure.
Engineer Richard Robinson and
Fireman Llttencker deadheaded down
from Raton Monday night to take
charge of engine No. 925, relieving Engineer Warner and Fireman Sheeley.
Brakeman Eugenlo Ortiz who has
been in the employ of the Santa Fe
company at this place for the past four
years has resigned his position with
the Santa Fe, laying down the brake
club yesterday.
Train No. 7 came in on its schedule
time last night and has been the first
passenger train from the east to come
in on schedule time for nearly two
weeks on account of the heavy storms
throughout Kansas.
Brakeman Matthews of Conductor
Coyle's crew, is marked up on the
sick list. Brakeman J. R. Land a
recent fixture here with the Santa Fe
company, will makie his maiden trip
in Brakeman Matthews' place.
Conductor Davidson is again compelled to be off duty for a few days,
Conductor Swallow lining up with the
brass buttons to handle Conductor Da
vidson's trains, and incidentally to
give his "lunch basket" a rest.
Engineer I. C. Haulman and Fireman McNeeley deadheaded to Lamy
last evening to take charge of engifce
No. 1613 which will probably be
brought to this city. Engine No. 1613
la the engine on which the late Fire
man M. H. Skyles was killed.
L. H. 'Cy" Hazlett, who had the
misfortune to lose both his legs in
the local yards some time ago, was in
the city yesterday afternoon from the
Santa Fe hospital, shaking hands with
his many friends all of whom were
glad to see "Cy" getting along so nice-

DEC EM

WEDNESDAY

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

DRUB COMPANY.

'V

EIGHT,

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

IF

Concerning
"Useful" Christmas Presents
.

3

.

It all depends on persons and conditions.. v
A Dainty Bit of China

--

.... GA Piece of Cut Glass

.

A Triple in Sterling or Plate Silver !
A Box of Choice Confections
Any of those or kindred items may in very fact
outrank in utility to the recipient of the token
many of the mere substantial articles commonly
listed as USEFUL GIFTS at this Season. '

We Have
,

,f
- a

Both Kinds

WEATHER REPORT
December 14, 1909 Temperature Maximum 43; mini
mum 16; range 27.
Forecast Tonight and Thursday
fair.

Cluster Raisins, Fresh Candies, Citron Oranges
and Lemon Peel.

'

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

LOCAL NEWS

We Have Been Making

"Our Pride"
floor a year now and the only complaint we ever
had was made by a family who had been using these
other so called high patented fllonrs. They said
it made the bread so good that they osed too much
floor. Can you beat that? Try a sack and be
convinced at your grocers. If he offers you something just as good or better, phone ns as we know
it has a few equals and no superiors. Then too,
if you use Graham flour, Whole Wheat flour, or
Corn Heal flour, ask for the Las Vegas product as
we warrant them strictly high class, and freshly
made.

Phone Main

v

131,

Buy Xmaa gifts

,

also for the years to come.
jThe right Bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
jThis Bank has a successful record of safe,
conservative banking from the day of its or- ganization.
;

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

The First National Bank
JEFFERSON R A VN0LDS. President.
HAIXETT RAYN0LDS, Ass' t Cashier

D. W. CONDON
All Kinds of Coal, Wood and Coke. Pine and
Pinion Wood
'.'.'

,

v

,

,

Attention ia called to the fact that
all keys to the armory have been called in and parties who wish to get
into the armory will call and get keys
from either L. W. Ilfeld or Capt Morrison. It seems that certain parties
who have gone to the armory recent
ly and found the doors locked have

Candies

V

J

J

(!

r

-Swill

mak4

r

"

Now is

the time
to order
your
Christmas
Turkeys
Cranberries
and
home grown

'

3

S
gS

pp

are a safeguard against the
DANGER OF, DISEASE,
We WILL NOT knowingly accept bundles from infected sources and everything we wash is
THOROUGHLY

,

most acceptable gift. Also

a fine line of bulk
and

Cho-colat-

es

,

Christmas

STERILIZED
by our methods.
Our methods, appliances
and supplies are the best

GroGsra, Butchers and Cskera

1KB

CANDIES

If
NUTS

We have a full line
to select from.

'THEY ARE FRESH"
Make your selection before
the assortment is broken.

a'de-fcetiv-

best selected line ever

at

Boucher's
THE COFFEE MAN"
Pay Your School Poll Tax.

I am Instructed by the board of education to begin with the collection
of school poll tax for the year 1909at once, which is $1.00 for all able

-

bodied men over 21 years old. My
office hours are from 2 to 4 o'clock
p. m. at my office. In the City Halt
CHAS. TAMMB,

Secretary Board of Education.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, age
In the wood. Direct from distillery to
.
you. At the Lobby, of course.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera bar. Served from barrels on the bar.

OPPORTUNITY KOCKS NOW!
Caratalr's rye served at the Antler
Lands around Las Vegas will never only.
again be ' as cheap aa at present
The best draft beer In the city. At
Home people should buy at once. See
The
Lobby, of course.
Harris Real Estate company's bar
3t
list
.
gain
'
Pabst'a draught beer on tap only
at
Opera bar.
The
others
leads;
tag.
e

On All

of Our Boys' and Children's Suits and Overcoats

N
known.
We would be pleased to
serve you.
As we find that we are overstocked on
Boys' and Children's Suits and Over- MAIN 81
coats. we have decided to
this

For fJoizt

15 Dayo
give

J. H. STEARNS,
Pure Things to Eat

BIG REDUCTION
Las Vegas
$4.00 Suits
$3.20
Steam Laundry
50 Suits,
3.60
4

5.00
5.50
6.00
6.50
7.00

20O FiNE BOSTON FERNS

,f
"A

..

f wlwiiatis whv we are

Celery

of W.
several hours late today, being sched- alarm eent in from the home
925 Fourth street. The fire
uled to arrive at 6:15 this evening. Hepner at
e
proved to be nothing more than
no damage
caused
which
flue,
The remains of the late Fireman
to the house other than, the spreadM. H. Skyles will not be shipped to
of considerable smoke.
Both
Grand Junction, Colo., for burial. The ing
funeral will be held here tomorrow companies responded quickly but the
had been extinguished before
afternoon at 12:30 o'clock from the fire
their arrival.
C.
JohnJ.
of
undertaking parlors
sen, & Son. The remains will be in
Many Las Vegans will be Interested
terred In Odd Fellows cemetery un
to
know of a change that has taken
der the auspices of the Brotherhood
in the firm of Gibson & Seltz,
place
of Locomotive Firemen.
who have for many years been lo
Both the East and West side fire de cated at Long Beach, Calif., where
have been running a large grocpartments were called out about 8 o'- they
business.
Mr. Gibson has left the
ery
clock this morning in response to an
firm and gone to Portland, Ore., where
he will locate, Mr. Seltz remaining
in Long Beach. Both Mr. Gibson and
Mr. Seitz are well known in Las Ve
gas, having been engaged in business
in the city some years ago.

The largest and

A

"BUY

,

Vr

28c to $$,00

.

..
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Christmas Present That Lasts a Lifetime.

m

M

nf4.

X

r fM .
Dim4m
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PHONE MAIN 107

A slight wreck on Raton mountain Orders by Telephone Promptly and
last night delayed traffic east and
Carefully Filled.
west for some hours, No.. 3, the CaliA Trial is to Buy Here Always.
fornia limited, not arriving here nn- -

Put up in fancy holiday

2of EVeryttilng.EaialJle
ai,

m-n-

Linen.

Our Sanitary

Candies.

We do not blend our . own stock. We leave
it to ChE.3 and iSanborns experts. That is
their busin?' 3. Our business is to sell
,

lu.u.jm.vi.

.

Methods

Foot of Mtvin St.

if You Arc Particular
and Oolteo
In Your Selection ot
VJo Gen Plcoco You

;

rr

A full line of Battenberg Scarfs, Table
Centers and Stand Covers all in pure

.

Tern

i

fT :

with Napkins to match.

Dr. Mitchell Miller, the osteooath.
Wonderful assortment nt Christ
now has his office and residence at
mas gifts. Low prices. Souvenir. Farn- 800 National.
Office hours, 2 to 5
ham's, 712 Fifth street
p. m. Phone Main 175.

shown in Las Vegas.

!

A

SIXTH STREET

A. P. Maloney, a brakeman
meeting of the board of di
of the Commercial club last
on the Santa Fe road at Belen, was
In the parlors of the club, brought to this city this afternoon
was done as there was not a suffering with a sprained arm and
present
badly bruised face due to an accident
while on duty. He was sent to the
METALOGRAPHT
HOME WORK Santa Fe hospital near this city for
ING SETS at Mackel's.
treatment.

boxes.

f

.;

Jake Graaf,

At a
rectors
evening
nothing
quorum

TEGA8, DEW MEXICO.

E. D. RAYNOLDS, Cashier.

21

I

.

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.

Phone Main

1

OQ

Winter apples delivered at your
homo for two cents a pound.
Call
Buy your toys and Christmas tags Olive 6052.
at Mackel's.
The Baptist Ladles' Aid society
d
off on all millinery, suite, meets with Mrs. Chas. Lewis, Thursneckwear, etc., until Saturday. Mrs. day, December 16, at 2:30 p .m. MemStandlsh.
bers and friends of the church are
urged to be present at the appointed
Get the best at Nolette's barber time, as business ofx importance will
shop.
be discussed.

f

flls important, not only for the present, but

Or US

per cent oft, at

..IIJ

p Fancy Towels for Dresser Scarfs.
jjg Pillow Tops, Fancy Stamped Linens and an
8$
endless variety in all House Linens.
8,

at Maloof a.

There will be a regular communi
cation of Chapman Lodge No. 2, A.
P. & A. M., on Thursday evening ,at
7:30 o'clock. This is the occasion-oile aiiRlial "Sle"i.fa"
all members are urged to be pres-

OF A GOOD BANK

25

Two hundred email rugs at a big
There was an Informal meeting ot
bargain for Christmas gift at Gethe board of regents of the New
hrig's. See them bow.
Mexico Normal university at the
There will be a meeting of the fair residence of Charles Ilfeld last eveassociation tomorrow evening at the ning, considerable routine business
city hail at 8 o'clock.
being transacted.

ent'

3

Oriental, rugs
Maloofs.

WAV

S3
r.-- ll

r$

,.

VUJUk.

'VA

IXmas Presents 1

kicked In the doors, breaking two
locks. Any person found about the
armory and in any way attempting to fig
effect an entrance by force will be
prosecuted to the full extent of the
law.

UK vlVlx

U5

JL

Winter apples delivered at your
Something new all the time. We
home for two cento a pound. Call buy and sell every day. May &
Hlle,
Olive 5052.
Bridge street.

YOUR SELECTION

,

U)!5
68..

One-thir-

L as Vegas Roller Mills
-

to' select

LUDVJIGVJm. ILFELD,

And will be pleased to show them to you

AT

i

Is not only

an article
that pleases,4 but something that
always remains a source of satis-- i
faction and delight.
The "UNIVERSAL" coffee per
colator brings to the table every
day in the year a pure, wholesome
:and invigorating beverage. We
offer,, them at same 'price as any.
where in the U. S.
",

vN?

Also Have Today

?

15, 1909

of Giving

Tizo i3f
.

DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

eMas
Las
PERRY ONION,

;irz

r.':?Siapf

Prop. Phone Main 276

4.00
4.40
Suifs,'" 4.80

Suits,
Suits,

Suits,
Suits,

....

B.20

5.60

We handle none but tho best The Ederheiner btein & Co.

TRA GOOD MAKE.

Tho Boston Clothing llouco
M. GRLLKBERGLR, Prop.

EX-- 1
V

'

BIB

L:

LAS VEQAt DAILY OPTIC,

-

i CSTAt BAXSS VAST

WEDNESDAY,

Estray AdvertlMmwrt.
la hereby givaa to whom ft
mar concern that. th foUowlna da
icrjbed estray animal, waa Uken up by
M. P. Tabner, Portales, N. M.
One cow
Branded
E
On left ahoaldrtr
Branded
On left rlba.
Branded
On left hip

Superta- -

Instruction J, E.
.d m circular letter
-rtiperintendents Is
lit length the subjects
ompulsory education
1 school.

Supertntend-jave-

s

that

expulsion
ded In every instance
I beUeving
that this
necessary only In ex- which are usually re
ter, which la (or trana-- i
county superintendents
X.ers under their Jurisdlc-.-,'
li ot general interest The let--r
.
reads;

f

--

ri

totlemea:
It l i come to my notice In several
cases that teachers, have resorted'to
of children tor misconduct,
' expulsion
for truancy, or for other reasons that
not In
, seemed to Justify. I
ther
x such a course of action a suggestion
f weakness on the part of the teach- -

:

T

V

i.

? , Tb echool la for the child, and
unXifE'i'
teacher will control that
schooivUthout reducing 1U numbers
by .expulsion. Of course, there are
certain young people who 'should not
be In the public school. The management of these people Is provided for,
however, In section 10, chapter 2,
laws of 1903, page 169 of th j Compilation of School laws for 1909. Some
teachers find it much easier to expel
a child' than to control him; for this
, reason the number of cases of expul
sion Increases very rapidly unless
"
the Buperivslng officer gives close
to the matter In the great
majority of cases those pupils who are
expelled from school are the very ones
who are the most in need of the Influences ot the school and who can
least afford to be without that in- -'
fiuence.
Hw fjrge upon your teachers that they
aiake every effort to 'have the school
be of the greatest possible benefit
to the greatest possible number. He- -'
mlud them that every hour In school
should bring profit to every pupil
and that there is a real loss to
pupil for every absence from a
essful school.
in some cases the teacbers follow
ot dropping from the
the
school roll a pupil who has been absent for six successive half days.
Jvia manlYA Tnarelv than an effort, is
ling made to advance the percente of attendance which 1b to be retted to the county superintendent at
e close ot eacn montn.
is oniy
that pupils should give nu
tate notice to his teacher it for
son of sickness, moving out of the
trict, golBg away for a long visit,
dt peaioa, ha is to.neHisaosenv
name
iol for sometime.
Immediately dropped from the
T
the absence not charged
gainst the room. Of course, it is un
dirstood that If a pupil does not have
satisfactory reason for his absence,
the compulsory education law should

Jt

Chicago, Dec 16. The Postal Savings Bank, League has Issued, from
headquarters here, a bulletin giving
a digest of the annual report ot the1
Comptroller of the Currency, Lawrence o. Murray on the growth of
postal savings banks the world oyer
which serves to emphasise the need
for such banks in the United States.
counThe table showa that thirty-fou- r
tries or colonies have such banks
and that, during' the last decade, the
number ot depositors in these banks
have lncretsed from 20,182,887 to
40,320,303, or nearly 100 per cent,
while during the same period the deposits- have. Increased from tl.138,-441,94-4
to 11,989,299,815, or approximately 76 per cent. During the decade the average deposit of each depositor has fallen from $56.41 to
.
While the number ot depositors in postal savings banks is 42
per cent ot the number ot depositors
In all foreign savings banks, the depositors are only about 20 per cent
ot the total deposits in such banks.
countries and de
In the thirty-fou- r
pendencies having postal savings
banks, the united kingdom leads In
the number of depositors and amounts
of each Individual deposit that Is,
11.018.261 and $784,794,533, respective
ly. In JaDan there are 8.013,193 de
positors, in Italy, 6,108.802; France,
5.034,998; Belgium, 2,106,237; Austria,
2.064,403; Russia, 1,788.990; Netherlands, l,401,670,and British India,
Canadian postal savings
banks have but 155,895 depositors, but
their deposits amount to J45.190.484,
making the average deposit account
average
J289.88, by far the largest
account in postal savings- banks in
any country. Such countries as Egypt.
and
Tunis, Federated Malay states
the Dutch East- Indies figure In the
numlist Gold Coast has the smallest
'
418.
IU
deposits
ber of depositors,
have grown from 118,551 to 173,820
ot the
in ten years, and the average
J57.72.
was
1907
in
deposits
$49-33-

-

Ear

Onie cow.

D

CATTLE

SANITARY

BOARD,

Ear mark

Estray Advertisement,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may conuorn that the following de
scribed eauay animal was taken up by
J. B. Stephens, Tucumcari, N. M.
One sorrel chestnut, mare',
about 14 hands hLjh, about 11 years
old, roach mane.
Branded
On left hip
Said anlmai being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Detoxe Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10
Estray Advertisement,
Notice la hereby given to whom it days after last appearance of this ad
may concern that the following de- vertisement, said estray will be sold
scribed estray animal was taken up by by this Board for the benefit ot the
owner when found.
Sherman Chalmers, Colfax, N. A.'.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
t:
One white pony mare, 14
Albuquerque, N. M.
hands high, weight 700 or 800 pounds,
scar from wire cut on left front foot, 1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub, Dec. 24, '09.
about 7 or 8 years old.
Estray Advertisement
'
Branded
l
Q
O U V Notice is hereby given to whom u
On right hip
may concern that the following da
scribed estray anlmai was taken up bj
On rigat shoulder
Thos. McGrath, Roy, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to ""f
One gray horse, about 12
owner
unless
on
claimed by
Board,
ot
:
old.
ueiore' Jan. 3, iaiO, eaia date being iu years
'
Branded
ot
days after last appearance
this
G B
On left hip
uaiu estray will De huiu
tor
Said animal being unknown la this
the benefit ot the
by this Board
owner when found.
lioard, unless claimed by owner on oi
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
before Jan. 8, 1910, eaid date being 10
. Albuquerque,
N. M.
day after last appearance of this ad
1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09. vertisement. said estray will be sold
by this Board tor the benefit ot, tb
owner when found.
Esray Advertisement,
.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Notice la hereby given to whom it
Albuquerque, N. M.
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by 1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
i'ay Grayson, Hillsboro, N. M.
One cow, two years old,
Ettray Advertisement
burnt brand on left side.
Nctice la hereby given to whom 1)
that the following de
may conci-Branded
scribed estray animal was taken up by
On left ribs
Fred s. Brown, Roy. N. M '
One sorrel horse, one year
old.
Lar mark
Branded
C3
On right shoulder
Said animal being unknown to una
&A
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Said animal being unknown ti'thla
beiore Jan. 3, mo, said date being 1) Board, unless claimed by owner on ot
days after last appearance ot tbla ad Deiore Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10
vertiaeinent, said estray will be sola days after last appearance of this ad
by this Board for the benefit ot the vertisement, said estray will be sold
owner when found.
by this Board for the benefit oi the
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
owner when found.
.
Albuquerque, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Said animal being unknown tu uu
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10
days after last appearance ot this ad
vertisement, said astray will b sold
by this Board for the teneflt O! the
owner when found.
CA1 1LB SANITARY BO AMD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. lxsc. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.

A man la always looking for a job.
No matter how much pay he is gaV

V"

DISTILLED WATER

n

2,000
1,000
200
50

To-wl- t:

To-wi- t:

lat

pub. Dec. 14,

last

,

pub. Dec. 24, '09.

PRICES:

lbs or more each delivery
to 2,000 lbs
to 1,000 lbs. r
to 200 lbs. "

"

Less than 50 lbs'.

20c per hundred
30c
40c,

50c'
75c

'

CRYSTAL IClt CO

. - McGviIre & Webb
Phone Main 237

Eotray Advertisement
Notice ia hereby given to whom n
uay concern that the following described estray animal was- taken up bj
B. Sorreli8, Fairview, N, M.
One brown horse, about
10 years old, weight about 900 pounds.
Branded
fgf
11.
On 1
thigh
One sorrel horse, about six years
old, weight about 800 pounds.
Branded '
"
ff
On left hip
r
Said animal being unknown to this
board, unless claimed by owner on oi
before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10
days after last appearance ot this ad
vertisement said estray will bt sold
My this Board for the benefit of th
owner
whtn found.
'
C ATI LB SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M;
lat pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.

a

To-wi- t:

"

Estray Advertisement
Notice ia hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal waa taken up by
j. la. uiover,Onev;euar vaie, IN. M.
bay horse, right hind
foot white, white spot in face, weight
about 900 pounds.
Branded
On left shoulder
To-wi- t:

rfj
i

Branded

.

On left hip

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 3, 1910, eaid date being 10
days after last appearance ot taiq advertisement, said estray will be sold
by thiSv Board for the benefli of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. VL '
--

1st pub. Dec. 14,

last

pub. Dec. 24, '09.

Estray Advertisement.
Notice Is hereby given to wnjm it
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it may concern tnat tbe following de
may concern that the following de- scribed estray animal was taken op by
scribed estray animal waa taken up by B. B. Van Horn, Santa Fe, N. M.
M. P. Tabner, Portales, N. M.
t:
One bull.
One cow
Branded
Branded
On righ); hip
On left ribs
J
Ear mark
Ear mark
Said animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to this Hoard, unless claimed by owner on or
Board, unless claimed by owner on or before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 1Q
before Jan. 3, 1910, eaid date being 10 days after last appearance ot this ad
daya after last appearance ot tbla ad- vertisement, said estray will be sold
vertisement, said estray will be sold by this Board for the benefit it the
by this Board for the benefit ot the owner when found.
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerqna. N. M.
lat pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
lat pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec 24, '09.
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
Notice ia hereby given to whom it
Notice Is hereDy given to whom It may concern that the following da?
may concern that the following de-- scribed estray animal waa taken up by
cribed estray animal was taken up7 by Thos. E. Harrington, Santa Rita, N. M.
S. F. Sorrells, Fairview, N. M.
One two year old light
One dun mare, two years chestnut sorrel mare, with white
old. '
face and white feet
Branded
Branded
On left (shoulder
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner cm or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10 before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad- days after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be sold vertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board tor the benefit of the
owner when found.
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOArtD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.

.

To-wl-

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

.

To-wi- t:

gJ

pJ

,

ik.

1

THE HYGEIA
MADE FROM PURE

To-wi-

-

I

Always Good Has No Equal,
Handled By All Dealers

Estray Advertisement.
ting, ne thinks he is untluei toanmore,
em
-Notice ia hereoj given to wlum ft
. ,
and he will hnaiiy run across
, Estray Advertisement
mm.
may concern tnt tae iouowibb de
i hereby given to whom It
Notice
ployer who will appreciate
was
oy
up
animal
taaen
scribed estray
may concern that the following de
Hewey S. Springer, Cimarron, n. m.
Don't be Hopeless
mare, scribed estray animal was taken up by
On small yellow
ueo. u. mum,, Cumberland. N. M.
oout ourselt when you're crippled about 13 H hands high, weight abijHit
One gray horse, about 14
w
8
black
sun
or
Old,
650
mitn rtiriinuatlBm
years
joiuio
pounds, about
years old, about 15 hands high.
and markings on feet.
course you've tried lots of things Llni-nnBranded
t
Branded '
tney failed. Try bailard's Snow
pTl On left hip
all
aches,
away
On
drive
will
it
hip
right
n
nnAn hid naOA
i.
Said nnlmal being unknown to this
you as
nains and stiffness and leave
Said animal being unknown to this
K.r I'utltaP
We sometimes in the administra- well as you ever weiu. ouiuJ m
Board, unless, claimed by owner on or
or
en
owner
claimed
unless
by
Board,
tion of school affair overlook .the iilock Depot Drug Co.
before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10 before Jan. 3, 1910, eaid date being 10
after last appearance of this ad
fact that the parents must be held
aaya after last appearance ot this ad days
will bs sold vertisement said estray will be sold
said
responsible for. the control of their
estray
vertisement,
Advertisement
Estray
by this Board for the benefit ot the
children and the idea should not be
by this Board fnr the benefit ot the owner when found.
is hereby given to whom
Notice
owner
found.
to
when
very
great
strength
aegain
permitted
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
lrrnv concern uim w
CATTLE SANITARY BOAitD,
v
ww
onunai
Albuquerque. N. M.
cribed
estray
N.
M.
Albuquerque,
sumed by the state through the ad o uuu a a Martin. Socorro.. N. M.
Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
lat
pub.
'09.
Dec.
Dec.
24,
14, last pub.
lit pub.
ministration of the schools. If a puii
fnmu- - one hay mare, auuub
pll is truant let the parent pay the hands high, weight about 700 pounds,
Estray Advertisement.
Advertisement
Estray
.
nenalty through the enforcement of about 10 yrs. old.
Notice ia hereuy given to whom it Notice la hereby given to whom it
WM may concern that the following ae may concern that the following de
Branded
the compulsory education law. If
t&J scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal waa taken op by
On left hip
pupil is vicious, Idle, or of vagrant
Johnnie McGilvary, Estancla, N. M.
habits let both the parent and the One bay mare, about 8 years old, J. S. Hately, Silver City, N. M.
One light dun pony, black
One sorrel mare, white mane
child pay the penalty through the en weight about 700 pounds,
and tail, black feet
6
.600
hind
about
Branded
section
found
in
pounds,
feet, weight
forcement of the law
Branded
or 6 years old. broke gentle to nae.
On left shoulder
10. chapter 2. laws of 1903. Let us in
On left hip
L
"
Said animal being unknown tu uua
ail cases be willing to share the res
Branded
Said
animal
to
unknown
this
being
On left hip
ponslbility of Improving the growing Loard, unltss claimed by owner on oi
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
iu
Jan.
3,
generation in every possible way, but before Jan. 3, 1910, said dateot being
1910, said date being 10
Said animal being unknown to this befpre
this aa
after last appearance ot this adzealous teachers are too liable to as- 'ays after last appearance
days
or
on
owner
claimed
unless
by
Board,
said estray will be sold
sume the entire responsibility and re- vertisement. said estray will d ot sola
tat before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10 vertisement,
v this rcard tor the benefit
this
Board
for the benefit of the
by
lieve the parent of a charge which
ad
of
this
after
last
appearance
daya
3
owner wnen found.
hen found.
, mJ
lw should fulfill.
vertisement said estray will bo sold ownerCATTLE
SANITARY BOARD.
CATTLE
SANITARY BOARD,
Allow me to call ig your attention
by this Board for the benefit of the
Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque, N, M.
found.
when
owner
to a Slight error in the Christmas day 1st
'09
Dec.
24,
1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09 lat pub. D5C. 14, latt pub. Dec. 24, '09. 1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
pub. Dec. 14, last pub.
CATTLE SANITARY BOA-Iprogram. v The sentence in the Intro
JM. M.
Albuquerque,
statement
reading' "It is sug
ductory
Eatray1 Advertisement
1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
Notice is hereDy given to wuom U
gested that the program be given on
December
concern
twentythe
following
that
afternoon,
Friday
cay
Estray Advertisement
fifth".! should be- - corrected
to read
esiray animal waa taken up b)
Notice is hereby given to whom it
.,
M.
N.
V.
J. Odom, Willard.
"December twenty-fourth.
may concern that the following de'
One dark chestnut sorrel scribed
t '. Yours very respectfully,
estray animal waa taken up by
blazed
hands high,
face, R. J. McCart, Hachita, N. M.
mare, 13
t v i- - B- - CLARK
One , small gray horse,
Territorial Superintendent of Public white hind feet.
Branded
about 14 hands high, about 8 years
Instruction.
1
ill 1 old.
On left shoulder
OAPITAL PAM I
SURPWS
animal"1
;o this
unknown
Said
being
Branded
A Religious Author's Statement
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
On reft hip
'Rev. Joseph IL Fesperman, . Salis- before Jan. 3, 1910, eaid date being 10
Said animal being unknown to this
bury, N. C who is the author of sev- days after last appearance ot this aderal liooks, writes: "For several years
J. M CUNNINGHAM, President
T. HOSKINS, Cashier.
said estray will be sold Board, unless claimed by owner on or
ft
I was afflicted with kidney trouble and vertisement,
Board for the benefit of the before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10
FRANK 8PRINGER, Vice Preeldent
B. JANUARY, Aast Caihl.r
this
Ly
last winter I was suddenly stricken t wner ' wntn found.
days after last appearance ot tbla ad
with a severe pain in my kidneys and
vertisement said estray will be sold
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
' was confined to bed eight days unable
by this Board for the benefit ef the
N. M.
Albuquerque,
owner when found.
to get up without assistance. My urine 1st
pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
contained a thick White sediment ana
1 passea same ixeqnr
Albuquerque, N. M.
joy an(j
Advertisement
Estray
1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
night. I commey
DON'T THROWA WAY
tiey
Notice is hereby given to whom it
y'
Kidney Remedy i
.adual
'
.'
the following de
Advertisement '
no my may concern that
Estray
ly a Da tea ana nf
dollars.
If
do
was
your
come back to. you.
won't
taken
animal
good
up
you
scribed
they
by
estray
la hereby given to whom It
Notice
urine became nort
re
fully
Remember they're timid, and can't face the music if they've
M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M.
,
commend Foley's
may 'concern that the following dexemeoy.
""
One horse,
been misused, by being mispent.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Red Cross Dr
r
I Bchaefer.
Branded
Trinidad Lucero, Santa Rosa, N. M.
A
On left shoulder
BANK YOUR DOLL RS AT THIS SA VINGS BANK
One horse mule, 6 years
.111Iks well.
v. l
"One horse,
old, black.
I
and keep adding to the account till it's worth something. Then
Branded
",
WZH
Branded
when chance offers, you'll have the needed cash to close some
On left hip
fAl
hip ;
qpleft
'
.deal that's presented.
ect Time
i
animal
to
Said
unknown
this
animal
Said
unknown
to
being
this
being
'
old is lust as snon Board, unless claimed by, owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
there will be no before Jan. , 1910, said date being 10 before Jan. 8, 1910, eaid date being 10
yhia or consumption. days after last appearance of this ad- days after last appearance of this adw
...c-of "Ballard's
vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will be sold
at the start will by this Board ior the benefit of the by Ihis Board tor the benefit of the
OFFICE WITH
oough. If it has been running owner when found.
owner when found.
Sa-metime the treatment will
SANITARY
CATTLE
CATTLE SANITARY BOAPB,
BOARD,
NtxtionjEvJi
but the fwiri Js
Sold
Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque, N- - M.
- ilock Depot Drugjure.
Co.
1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09. 1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, f09.,
Y
11

J"

BOSS BREAD

To-wl- t:

-

:.

THE

,

Albuquerque, H. U,
1st pub. Dec 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.

To-wi- t:

ju"

And You Will Always Have

this-Boar-

D5

Card
This is to certiiy that all druggists
are uuthonzed to refund your mone
cure
it Foley's lloney and Tar fails
the
cough,
or
it
stops
cold,
your cough
neais the iungs ana prjeuu
results from a cold, prevents pneuno
monia and consumption. Contains
ui
opiates. The genuine
Red
substitutes.
nackaee. Refuse
Cross Drug Co. ana u. u Schaeler.
A

BOSS PATENT FLOUR

i--

Branded
On left rib

r-w-

rfv

mark;

USE

To-wl-

To-wl- t:

), Dec. 15.

15, 1909

Betray Advertisement.
Notice la hereby even to whom It
may concern, that the following described estray animal was taken op by
Antonl Rigonl, Roy. N. M.
t;
One brown mare colt, 6
month old, mane and tail very dark,
white spot In. forehdid.
Brandeu
On left hip
jJJ
Bald animal being unknown to uue
Board, unless claimed by owner oa or
before Jan. 3, 1910, eaid date being iu
daya after last appearance of this ad-verusement. said estray will be sold
tor the benefit tf the
by
owner when found.
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an Miguel National Bank
sioa.ooo.oo of Las Vegas $00,000.00
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LAS VEQA8 DAILY OPTIC,

THE LOBBY

RESTAURANT

JND

Short Order and Regular Dinners

GOOD

THE BEST

OBTAINABLE

CAFE

FLORIDA

(

ORANGE

GROWERS

SEEK

HANDLED

ALWAYS

BIGGER PROFITS

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY

THEIR CASE AGAINST CALIFOR
NIA FREIGHT RATES NEAR3
- .
END

PHY8ICIAN3
I. A F V .
comM
Regular
DR. A. J. BUTTERFIELD,
munication drat and
,.,v
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
MILLIONS
MEANS
VICTORY
third Thursdays In
each month. Visiting Office, Chafln's Livery Stable, Phone
;
Main 1.
cordially
brothers
Fruit and Vegetable Shippers Demand
or
VL,
Calls answered day
night
Chas,
Invited Geo H. Klnkel. W.
Even More Advantage Than at Prea. sporie'aer, Secretary- sent From Location 3,000 Miles
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
Nearer Interior Markets Than Pa
LA? VEGAS COMMANDER? NO. I.
DENTIST
KnlghU Templar. Regular
cific Coast 8tate.
Has
conclave second Tuesday In Suites 4, Crockett , Building.
residence.
and
office
at
phones
eacn montn at Mft8on,c
Washington, Dec 15. Florida or
John 8. Clark.
m.
7:30
p.
Tempi,
DENTI8T
R.
LORD.
F.
,
ange growers, not 'satisfied with proC C. Charles Tamme. Recorder.
them
(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams.) fits which have been making
3. ROY-- ,
NO.
CHAPTER
VEGAS
are
recent
LAS
gunning
years,
over Grand rich during
Regular Offlct Pioneer Building,
.al Arch Masons.
more. Their case, which might be
for
4.
Phone
3
and
Rooms
Leader.
1 convocation first Monday In
called that of the Florida orange
',
Main 67.
each month at aaasoiui;
M. R.
against the California orange. Is due
Temple,' 7:30 o. m.
T
v..
n.
unas
for a decision Boon, for Judpp Prouty
ATTORN EY8
t2t Williams, H.
of the Interstate CImmerce Commis
por.eder, Secretary
GEORGE H. HUNKER
sion on December 20 at Jacksonville
1
BL DORADO LODGE NO.
Attorney at Law
begins the hearing of the complaints
New of Florida growers, who have forced
Knighu ol Pythias Office: Veeder Block Las Vegas
meet every Monday
Mexico.
on the freight rates to
a show-dowevening In Castle
cities.
interior
They are some 8,000
Ball, Visiting Knights
to
Interior markets
nearer
those
miles
invited.
cordially
ire
AN ACCEPTABLE GIFT
I. P. HAVENS.
California and are seeking to sethan
.
Chancellor Command-cure even more advantage than at pre
er.
Instead of "on$ of the best twelve sent from their location. .
CM. BKRNHARD.
" which you have been accus
The Florida Fruit and Vegetable
Keeper ot Record and sellers
Seal.
tomed to giving her with your calling Shippers' association has appealed to
card attached, why not give her the the Interstate Commerce Commission
FRATERNAL
calling card but her own engraved not only for the orange but also for
UAUJX LODGE NO. 77, . .
at
i uim.
card of course? There are few wo
meet
AMERICA
OF
UNION
the grapefruit, which Is not grown in
men who do not appreciate a new
month
each
na third Wednesday ol
quantity in California, but which has
even
or
latest
the
lettering,
with
halL W. plate
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minimus on same under ventilation
and under refrigeration.
The growers, of vegetable crops In
Florida of course meet general competition as the citrus fruit growers
will not do If their complaint against
freights Is favorably decided upon.
The state Industrial agent has reported per acre returns of various crops
that express in dollars tha basis of
part of the new prosperity of Florida
under intensive farming adapted to its
climate and soil: Celery, $1,000;
strawberries, $800; peppers, $750;
Irish potatoes, $150; lettuce, $750.
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THE MOOT POPULAR BRAND

When Delancey Nlcoll pushes the
bell on the pearly gates he'll find

A BOX

Clarence J. Shearn .inside trying to
serve an Injunction forbidding St Pater to open the portals, says the New
Tork Globe. Mr. Nlcoll and Mr.
Shearn are, perhaps, the best knockabout team In legal vaudeville
They are so consistently engaged on
opposing sides that their tour in the
stirring melodrama, "The Gould Case;
or, Who Kept the Diary," which
should have attracted as much attenLambs cast, was
tion as an all-stdismissed with a mere nod by the
public. And yet it was the gentlemen
ho are playing the legal lead who
ought to be under the performing
spotlight, while those who had the
name parts in that tank show might
and
well be neglected. Mr. Nlcoll
Mr, Shearn have fought each other
so long that the old story of the Connecticut farmer might well apply. He
was, riding back from the cemetery
with his nephew after, burying his

Soup Without a Spoon.
Soup without a spoon seems even
harder to negotiate than meat without a fork, and we can sympathize
with the complaint recorded in the
diary of Felix Platter, a young Swiss
wno went to Montpellier in 1652 in
order to study medicine. He lodged
in the house of his professor, Catelan,
one of the greatest doctors of his
time, and yet, writes Platter, "we
were compelled to eat our stew in the
usual French fashion, that is to say,
picking the meat out with our fingers,
and then drinking the broth. In vain
we begged our hostess to let us have
spoons, for not a single one was to
be,tfound in the house, the only imple-mh-t
on the table being a large knife
fastened with an iron chain. No one
here seems to have ever heard of
spoons, which we at home find so
useful." Montaigne was astonished,
when he visited Switzerland in 1580,
to find that "at all meals they put on
the table as many spoons as there are
people

present"

Wholeealere of
General Nleroln.eir-icligB

Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing1 a Specialty.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

Power In, t Hence.
Here is a hint for the women who
forget and fret and fuss. Go into the
silence "at certain times of the day.
One need not necessarily retire for
formal prayer. "He who Is in the
path of duty needs no prayer," said
a wise oriental. But in the silence
you will find the peace and strength
of prayer. In withdrawing from the
pressure of things and getting in
touch with the great sources of power, you' will absorb power. Edwin
Markham, in Red Book.
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Scale of Homicidal Values.
One railroad president equals two

and Dernier In
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DAIN WAGONS, tha Best Farm Wagon made
RACINE -- SATTLEY CO., VehMos .
NAVAJO BLANKETS

v

Ketaii Prices:

i.ooo lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 10b Iba.
f.ooo lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per too lbs.
aoo lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per too lbs.
,
j- Ubll T w , SVb pci iuu iusj
j per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c
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Harvesters, Stoiers and Distributors of Natural Ice, tht
laaiiiiy u ua. iLirn 111 w nn n na vp rtn ina .on
famous. Office: 701 Doue-la-o
arenue.
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WHOLESALE GROCERY

4
Seeds and Saodor
'.
'
v
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products. ,
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Meuicioe
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps. .
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Currency Hard to Carry.
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Headquarters in the Territory
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In California one rarely sees a bank
note.' The money In circulation is
all gold and silver. It is common
to see a collector walking along the
street with a bag of gold on his back.
Curiously, the very weight of the
money one person can hardly carry
more than $40,000 In gold often acts
as a deterrent feature In embezzle

'

c

WHOLESALE MERCHANTS

dinary magnates; one ordinary magnate equals three captains of industry; one captain of industry equals six
theater managers; one theater manager equals 300 theatergoers; one the
atergoer equals 400 railway passengers; one railway passenger equals
600 employes; one employe equals 2,000
miners; one miner equals 6,000,000
sweatshop workers.
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wealth-producer-
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IS A MOST WELCOME XMA8 GIFT

she's gone," said the bereaved husband.
The nephew assented dutifully.
"She kep' good care of me for 40
year," said the relief.
The nephew said that was so, alas.
"And do you know," said the mourner, "toward the last I almost got to
like her."
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CI Arabe Cigars

wife.
"Well,
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Delancty Nlcoll and Clarence 8hearn
Like the Connecticut Farmer
and His Wife.

,

,

A DELIGHTFUL SMC
"
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There is enough hydrogen gas In a
man, says the Medical Index Lancet,
to carry him up to the clouds. He
contains enough fat to make 75 candles and a large cake of soap, and
enough
phosphorus to make 8,064
boxes of matches. His remaining constituents7 will yield, if utilised, six
cruets of salt, a bowl of sugar and ten
gallons ot water.
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English Plea for Cities Beautiful
What England wants Just now Is a
man, or several men, of Infinite ability
and ample means, who, purely for the
sake of their art alone, will prepare
Imaginary schemes showing how and
In what way our cities ought to' grow
if they are to be healthy dwelling
places and beauty spots Instead of
blots upon our land. English Building
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